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and they cover 
every requiremen 

tom: 

O Better impregnation 

to eliminate moisture 

O Better hermetic seal- 

ing for longer life 

QQuality control during 

manufacture 

a 

MALLORY PAPER TUBULARS 
YOU want quality in the paper 

tubulars you buy - of course ! 

Otherwise your replacement work won't 

stand up. Mallory gives you the quality 

you want. 

But Mallory gives you quantity, too. 

Quantity in a wide assortment of ratings 

and sizes that meet all requirements 

that come your way. 

That's the story in a nut shell-whether 
you're looking for wax impregnated 

cardboard tubulars or oil impregnated 

ones. The Mallory Catalog and your 

Mallory Distributor both prove that - 
YOU EXPECT MORE AND GET MORE... FROM MALLORY 

8 CO..Inc. VIBRATORS ... VIBRAPACKSe... CAPACITORS ... VOLUME 

IL 
CONTROLS ... SWITCHES ... RESISTORS ... FILTERS RY RECTIFIERS ... POWER SUPPLIES. 

*Rep. U. S. Pot. Off 

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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RCA's package sound line now 
includes these high-performance 
amplifiers.They are smartly styled... 
correctly engineered...priced with- 
in your prospects' pocketbooks. 

Quality features: 
RCA -perfected inverse feedback 
circuits-even in the 12 -watt size. 
This means excellent frequency re- 
sponse and constant voltage output 
with negligible noise and mini- 
mum distortion. 

Low microphonics and hum- 
RCA-6J7 input tubes are used in 
all models 

High sensitivity-delivers rated 
output with only 3 -millivolts input. 

Complete control panels-con- 
taining individual volume control 

for each input, wide range tone 
control, separate on -off switch and 
pilot light. 

Smart, modern styling - gives 
you a decisive edge over competi- 
tion. The contrasting black -and - 
satin chrome makes a handsome 
appearance. Considering the qual- 
ity of these units, the prices are low. 

Get these new folders on 
RCA amplifiers, micro- 
phones, speakers and 
intercoms. They contain 
descriptions and detailed 
specifications of RCA pack- 
age items. Address: Dept. 
88-I, Sound Equipment 
Section, RCA, Camden, N. J. 

30 -WATT De L ise-for 
your larger insolations. 

12 -WATT Low -Cost Model 
provides full output with low dis- 
tortion, ideal for small PA instal- 
lations, paging and announcing. 

15 -WATT Size Covers 13road 
Field! Medium power, high - 
gain amplifier, perfectly suited 
to many classes of work such 
as ballrooms, amusement parks, 
restaurants and taverns. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT *gimp, 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT- CAMDEN. N.J 

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal 
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when stamped 

STANCOR 
you get "plus-value" 

PERFORMANCE! 

When it comes to merchandise nothing means 
more to any customer than the best service 

possible from the equipment he has purchased 
. . . Similarly, nothing means more to the 

service man than the good will and increased 
patronage of satisfied customers...STANCOR 
has long recognized this truth and has zeal- 

ously guarded its good reputation for quality 

transformers by manufacturing the best pos- 

sible merchandise from the best material ob- 

tainable-and with that extra "Plus" in effort 

... Remember, the Stancor identification on a 

transformer is your assurance of "PLUS- 
VALUE" for lasting satisfactory service. 

standardize an STANCOR TRANSFORMERS 
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION ELSTON, KEDZIE AND ADDISON CHICAGO 18, ILL. 
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EDITORIAL 
Dick Tracy Sets 

Comic strip addicts know the inimitable 
Dick Tracy has for many months used 
a two-way receiver -transmitter radio of 
wrist -watch size. Recently Dick started 
to use a camera the size of a finger ring. 
Will he soon have a radio that tiny? 

We mention this because several set 
manufacturers plan production of home 
model radios tinier than any made pre- 
war, and some of them were tiny enough. 
A trend towards smaller receivers for 
home use is unjustified. Such sets afford 
inferior performance; sell at prices that 
provide profitstoo low for all concerned; 
and worst of all, place a severe burden 
upon servicers who are eventually called 
upon to repair them. Customers feel 
that service fees should be low in propor- 
tion to the original cost price of their set. 
They don't know that servicing tiny sets 
is more difficult and time-consuming 
than comparable work on large sets. 

We favor portable radios, particularly 
tiny personal battery -operated types. All 
families should own several of them. 
But, for home use, we say, make radios 
big and fine. The finer the better! By 
the way, we hear a leading set -maker 
will soon announce a portable radio - 
camera combination. Paging Mr. Tracy! 

"Ham" Set Servicing 
John F. Rider, manual publisher. 

asked in his May house organ the in- 
teresting question, "Can the serviceman 
serve the Ham?" - repairing amateur 
receivers-and then, in practical man- 
ner, he shows that while most service 
shops are technically competent, in 
general they are not familiar enough 
with the type of performance a "ham" 
set is supposed to render and thus they 
often unintentionally do an inferior re- 
pair job and earn the disrespect of 
"hams". 

Appreciating the "ham" market as 
being a fine potential source of income 
for Service Dealers, we checked with 
several leading amateur equipment manu- 
facturers. All opine that as a rule 
servicers fail to do satisfactory repair job 
because they work on a communications 
receiver in the same manner as they would 
an ordinary home set. The secret of 
servicing a communications receiver is 
this: repair it, align it, and make it func- 
tion exactly the way it did when it left 
the factory. The work must be done 
to manufacturer's standards, not to 
ordinary service shop standards. "Ham" 
receivers are made to exacting standards 
and must be worked on as such. 

Profits can be made from servicing 
"ham" equipment. Service Dealers in 
parts of the country where "ham" gear 
is not made and where no factory service 
branch is adjacent should take the neces- 
sary specialized training courses required 
and then they should set up their own 
factory service branch for leading types 
of "ham" sets. Manufacturers favor the 
idea and "hams" would undoubtedly re- 
spond favorably too. 

S. R. COWAN, Publisher 

Member of the 
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Being a condensed digest of production, distribution and 
merchandising activities in the radio and appliance trade. 

.1. !. óiia.a. 

Arcturus Plans Telesets 
Television receivers that embody de- 

partures from present constructions and 
styles in the popular -priced fields are 
now in the process of completion by 
Arcturus Radio & Television Corpora- 
tion, a newly -formed associate company 
of Standard Arcturus Corporation of 
Newark, N. J. The offices and plant of 
the new company will be located at 19 

Nesbitt Street, Newark, N. J. 
James R. Donahue, formerly sales - 

manager of Standard Arcturus, has been 
elected president of Arcturus Radio & 

Television Corporation. Mr. John V 

Rice, formerly associated with National 
Union Radio Corporation, sales manager 
of the Tube Division of Standard Arc- 
turus, is formulating plans for an exten- 
tensive program of jobber promotion of 
the Arcturus line. 

Concert Hall Society Inc., 250 West 
57th St., New York, packages its 
classical discs in conservative albums, 
with autograph signatures of record- 
ing artists on inside front cover. 

J. R. Donahue 

New G -E Displays Rooms 
General Electric Company, which 

moved its Chicago offices recently into 
the Merchandise Mart, plans one of 
the most complete radio display 
rooms in the country for its full line 
of radios and television receivers, ac- 
cording to Fred A. Parnell, advertis- 
ing and sales promotion manager of 
the Receiver Division. 

Service Notes Issued 
Service Notes covering the first of 

the new line of Stromberg -Carlson 
home radio receivers 'are being mailed 
to radio dealers from coast to coast, 
according to F. Leo Granger, radio serv- 
ice manager of the 53 -year -old com- 
munications firm. Included in the mail- 
ing is a copy of the new Stromberg - 

Standard disc makers have gone in 
heavily for poster type covers on all 
albums, classical and popular. Both 
types cover wide range of consumer 
tastes in music and in "covers." 

Carlson "broad -warranty" Radio Serv- 
ice Policy and a set of Service Notes 
covering the company's new model 1101 

series. 
The new service notes embody a 

number of "first" features which make 
the serviceman's job easier and simpler. 
These "first" features include : gain -per - 
stage measurements, complete trimmer 
chart, voltages at tube terminals, and 
color schematic drawings to enable serv- 
icemen to trace and locate trouble in 

receiver circuits. Mr. Granger said that 
service notes covering other models are 
in preparation. 

Concord Issues New Supplement 
Keeping pace with Ile rapid changes 

and new developments in the radio, 
electronics and sound equipment 
field, Concord Radio Corporation, of 
Chicago and Atlanta announces the 
issue of a new, up-to-the-minute cata- 
log supplement, featuring new 1947 
prices on Radio Sets, Parts, Electronic 
Equipment, Record Players, Changers, 
Sound Equipment, Ham Gear, Test 
Equipment, etc. 

Of special interest is the sound 
equipment section which offers a com- 
plete selection of sound equipment 
needs from accessories to complete 
sound systems for any size intallation. 

A free copy of the new Concord 
Catalog supplement may be obtained 
by writing the Concord Radio Corpo- 
ration at 901 West Jackson Blvd., Chi- 
cago 7, Illinois or 265 Peachtree 
Street, Atlanta 3, Georgia. 

Westinghouse Price Policy 
The Westinghouse Electric Corpo- 

ration announced that while some lines 
of apparatus will require some price 
increase due to recent wage increases, 
no price advance on home appliances 
is contemplated at this time. 

Coin Operated Sets 
Iloffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles, 

is now providing some B-309 AC -DC 
table model receivers with a coin 
operated device for use in hotels, 
motels, public places and other rental 
units. 

The device may be locked, is 
tamper proof, allows continuous or 
intermittent playing, includes a re- 
jection slot for slugs and defective 
coins and takes four coins at a time. 

Kits For Radio Education 
Radio receiver construction kits for 

radio education applications in schools 
and colleges have been made available 
by the Specialty Division of General 
Electric Company's Electronics De- 
partment. Designed to illustrate all 
the principles involved in modern 
radio receiver construction, the new 
kits are similar to the type used ex- 
tensively in the radio and electronic 
training courses conducted during the 
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The great feature thousands are asking for... 

5/robo -Sonic ßne 
- only Stewart -Warner has it! 

THE MUSIDORA- today's superior 
FM -AM console combination. 
Two models: the De Luxe with 
intermix changer and 2 album 
compartments; the Master with 
standard changer and one com- 
partment. Full -cycle AC tonal 
range. 

THE CONSOLETTE.- the new AM 
radio -phonograph that performs 
like a big console! Smooth AC 
performance, so important for fine 
records. Automatic changer 
handles up to 12 discs. Detachable 
legs quickly convert this set to a 
table model. 

AM TABLE RADIO- never has so 
much pure enjoyment been en- 
gineered into a set this size! Radair 
Antenna, 5 tubes plus rectifier, 
tone control, powerful reception. 
Ivory plastic with ruby -red 
controls. 

Stewart -Warner dealers alone can answer the demand for "the 
tone that's picture -clear." In both AM and FM -AM sets, Stewart - 
Warner is winning customer preference everywhere with the 
tone so' faithful you can understand each word ... distinguish 
every instrument ... hear music in its true dimensions, picture - 
clear. True quality-priced for the buyers' market! 

THE BALLADEERS --today's superior FM -AM table sets. Full 
depth Strobo-Sonic Tone! AC -DC, 7 tubes plus rectifier, PM 
dynamic speaker, 2 built-in Radair Antennae. Handsome in 
both walnut and desert tan. 

AIR PAL-built like a watch, smaller than a phone, yet 
it's a full -power AC -DC radio that plays anywhere you 
plug it in! Beautiful jewel -box display ... gold and satin... 
sets it off for what it is-a console in a jewel case! 

A Model for Every Purpose-a Radio for Every Roam 

Stewart -Warner 
FM a4d C4/MGbn 

CHICAGO 14"c ILLINOIS 
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Men of vision choose . . . THE VEE-D-X! 

MEASURE THESE IMPORTANT FEATURES 

with your TELEVISION YARDSTICK! 

1. RECEPTION AT TWICE THE PRESENT RANGE 
High front -to -back ratio, designed for maxi- 
mum attenuation of all signals in other than 
the desired directions. 

2. LOW IMPEDENCE - 
Gives you minimum transmission -line losses. 
Where man-made static interference calls for 
co -axial cable - proper impedence-matching 
is easy with the VEE-D-X antenna. 

3. "Q" OR MATCHING SECTION - 
gives you convenient method of matching im- 
pedences of transmission lines to antenna. 

RESONATES FOR HIGHER GAIN - 
at any given frequency with only slightest 
reduction of band -width. 

4. 

Distributors' Territories Still Open-Write to 

LA POINTE-PLASCOMOLD CORP. 

Unionville, Conn. 

war by the Army and Navy. 
The radio kits include all the parts 

necessary to build a complete 5 -tube 
superheterodyne receiver, a punched 
chassis, tubes, loop antenna, five -inch 
loudspeaker and specially -written in- 
structions and diagrams. Students 
may perform many instructive experi- 
ments such as studies of rectifiers, 
filters, amplifiers, oscillators, etc., ac- 
cording to E. C. Hovey, head of the 
division's educational section. 

Further information on the newly - 
available radio receiver construction 
kits may be obtained by writing the 
educational section, G -E Electronics 
Department, Wolf Street Plant, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Guarantees 1947 Prices 
Emerson Radio and Phonograph 

distributors have been informed that 
existing prices on Emerson radios 
were guaranteed for the remainder 
of the year by Mr. Benjamin Abrams, 
president. The guarantee covers in- 
ventory purchased between the dates 
of April 15, 1947 and December 31, 
1947. 

Belt Sales 
Mr. Julius Finkel, president of the 

JFD Manufacturing Company of 
Brooklyn, New York, disclosed that 
over 2,500,000 JFD radio dial belts 
were sold during the past year. He 
attributed this outstanding record to 
the increased popularity of the line 
and to the JFD jobber's display 
stands and wall racks of belts which 
the firm has been distributing to the 
trade. 

Radio Prices Are Lower 
Average retail price per set has 
declined from $55.70 in 1936 to 

$54.52 in 1946. 
Last year the average retail price 

of a home radio was less than it was 
ten years ago, according to Frank W. 
Mansfield, director of sales research 
for Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
During the same period, he said, the 
average weekly wages of factory 
workers have more than doubled so 
that while 2.56 weeks earnings were 
required for a radio in 1936, only 
1.25 weeks were required last year. 

In 1936 the average retail price of 
a radio was $55.70. In 1946 the 
price of radios declined to $54.52. 
Low point in average retail price of 
sets was $29.70 in 1940 when 1.18 
weeks wages were required for set 
purchase. 

RCA Appoints Shaffer 
Kenneth B. Shaffer, formerly re- 

newal sales field representative for the 
RCA Tube Department in Cincin- 
nati, has been transferred to the Har - 

[see page 36]. 
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Don't Miss PHOTOFACT Set No. 23! 
WITH EXCLUSIVE NEW "Standard Notation" SCHEMATICS 

The Greatest Service Data 

Development in 20 Years! 

I am proud to announce to my Servicemen friends the 

successful development of a new system of "Standardized 

Schematics" that is now yours exclusively in PHOTOFACT 

Folders. We have worked on this project for over one year, 

because we knew that uniform, standardized schematics 

would save you hours of time and countless headaches- 

would help you earn more. NOW-we have developed 

uniform, standardized diagrams on all sets. Now-You can save 

time-go from diagram to diagram and 

see 

the 

You 

same, 

leasy- 
to-understand symbols and designations. 

nger 

have to puzzle out the differences in schematic notations 

or bang your head against queer -looking diagrams. You'll 

recognize instantly the functions of all pails in a' rcuit. 

The standards used in our new diagrams are yD n-the 

result of the PHOTOFACT "Standards Poll" and thousands 

of interviews with Servicemen. I wish space would permit 

me to tell you more-but PHOTOFACT Set No. 23 speaks 

for itself. You owe it to yourself to see the new diagrams. 

Use them-learn what a difference they'll make in faster, 

more profitable servicing. 

Gl+ 

NOW! UNIFORM PRói AgECHRK'. 
OR 

FASTER, MORE 

Beginning with Set No. 23, and thereafter, all PHOTO -FACT 

Folders will feature the new, unifoor 
t"Sta dartoNotation" 

schematics. Each and every diagram 
same 

basic set of clear, uniform, easy -to -understand standards. 

Here's what the new "Standard Notation" 
Sfhel proof, 

mean e 
to you: Makes circuit analysis simple,quickover ado -looking 
accurate! No more time wasted puzzling 

diagrams! No more trouble with varying symbols and con- 

fusing styles! Just ONE -LEAR 
YOU TIME 

ARD 
-HELPS YOU 
ZED STYLE 

OR ALL CIRCUITS-SAVES 
EARN MORE. Only PHOTOFACT offers you the "Standard 

Notation" Schematics! 

TWO IMPORTANT NEW HOWARD W. SAMS PUBLICATIONS 

DIAL CORD STRINGING GUIDE 
There's only one right way to string a dial cord. And there's only 
one book that shows you how. It's the Howard W. Sams DIAL 
CORD STRINGING GUIDE. Here, for the first time, in one 
handy pocket -sized book, are all available dial cord diagrams and 
data covering 1938 through 1946 receivers. Licks the knottiest 
dial cord problem in a matter of minutes. This low-cost book is a 
"must" for servicing. You'll want two copies-one for your tool 
kit and one for your shop bench. Order them today. 
ONLY 75C 

1947 AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER MANUAL 
Nothing like it! COVERS MORE THAN 40 DIFFERENT 
POST-WAR MODELS. Absolutely accurate, complete, authorita- 
tive-based on actual study of the equipment. Shows exclusive 
"exploded" views, photos from all angles. Gives full change cycle 
data, information on adjustments; service hints and kinks, com- 
plete parts lists. Shows you how to overcome any kind of changer 
trouble. PLUS-for the first time-complete, accurate data on 
leading WIRE, RIBBON, TAPE, and PAPER DISC RE- 
CORDERS! Over 400 pages; hard cover; opens flat. No modern 
service shop can afford to be without this manual. $ 
ONLY 4.95 

FREE PHOTOFACT AIDS! 
FREE. PHOTOFACT CUMULATIVE INDEX 
-Your guide to more than 1800 receiver models 
and chassis (1946 and 1947 models covered in 
PHOTOFACT Folder Sets 1 through 20). 

FREE. HOW TO FILE FOLDER-Shows 5 good 
ways to file PHOTOFACT Folders, including new 
"30 -Second" filing method. 

Ask your parts jobber for FREE copies of these 
PHOTOFACT aids, or write us direct. 

1 

RESERVE SET NO. 23 TODAY 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

Export-Ad. Auriema-89 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.-U. S. of America 
Canada-A. C. Simmonds & Sons, 301 King St., East-Toronto, Ontario 

PHOTOFACT SERVICE 
"The Service that pays for itself over and over again" 

MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TO YOUR PARTS 
JOBBER TODAY-or send directly to HOWARD 
W. SAMS & CO., INC., 2924 E. Washington Street, 
Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
My (check) (money order) for $ enclosed. 
['Send PHOTOFACT Set No. 23 (at $1 50). 

Send . . . SAMS' DIAL CORD STRINGING 
GUIDE(S), at $0.75 per copy. 

Send ... SAMS' 1947 AUTOMATIC RECORD 
CHANGER MANUAL(S) at $4.95 per copy. 

Send PHOTOFACT Volume No. i (including 
Sets Nos. 1 through 10) with DeLuxe Binder. $18.39. 

Send PHOTOFACT Volume No. 2 (including 
Sets Nos. 11 through 20) in DeLuxe Binder. $18.39. 

Send FREE PHOTOFACT Aids. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
J 
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EVERY General Electric Speaker - from the 
smallest to the largest-has aluminum foil base 

voice coils. This G -E development makes possible 
their high quality performance, tone fidelity, and 
operating durability. Whether you use them by 
the hundreds of thousands in production lines, or 
purchase a single unit for an individual replace- 
ment, your customers will appreciate the extra 
quality performance of G -E Speakers. 

G -E Speaker construction gives you these 
excellent features which assure dependable 
performance and fine quality reproduction: 

High wattage handling capacity. The metal con- 
struction provides much better heat dissipation. This 
permits operation of the speaker at increased wattages. 

No warping of voice coil. The metal base will not 
introduce internal stresses, and it is not subject to 
separation of laminations or to other adverse effects 
which might result in distortion. 

The aluminum foil base voice coil will not absorb 
moisture under high humidity conditions. 

Internal stresses which result in dimensional dis- 
tortion are eliminated through the aluminum foil base 
voice coil construction. 

Metal construction assures better control of clear- 
ance between moving parts. 

Better tone quality and reproduction. 

GENERAL 

PLUS e 

ALNICO -5 PERMANENT MAG- 

NETS FOR OVERALL EFFICIENCY 

AND SENSITIVITY. 

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION 
THROUGHOUT. 

Write now for complete information on speakers 
to: General Electric Company, Electronics Department, 
Syracuse 1, Neu' York. 

ELECTRIC 
169-F7 
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HERE ARE SIMPSON'S 

PROFIT -MAKERS FOR 

SERVICEMEN... 
The serviceman who tries to "get along" with cheaply -made, run -cf- 
the -mill test instruments is taking an outside chance on success. Th -2 

business of radio servicing must be built from the bottom up on an 
endless succession of perfect jobs. Knowing what the trouble is, in a 

receiver, and knowing when that trouble is eliminated can be no 

better than the test instruments that reveal them. 

The "Basic 3" Simpson instruments shown here are an extremely 
profitable investment far any serviceman. He needs all three and, 
in their price range, he cannot buy better anywhere else. In fact, 
in their price range they are unequalled. They will do more than 
many instruments selling for substantially more. These are facts 
easily demonstrable to any serviceman who will take the time 
to check up. And it is worth the time in :he cold cash of profits 
to discover how Simpson engineering skill and uncompro- 
mising quality construction produce the staying accuracy for 
which Simpson instruments are famous. 

MODEL 315 SIGNAL GENERATOR. Designed down to the most 
minute detail for highest accuracy, greatest stability, minimum 
leakage, and good wave form $67 35 

MODEL 305 RC TUBE TESTER. Tests all tubes. Provides for fila- 
ment voltages from .5 volts to and including 120 volts. Spare 
sockets for future tube developments $59 50 

MODEL 260 HIGH SENSITIVITY SET TESTER. 2C,000 ohms per 
volt, D.C. Voltage ranges to 5,000 volts A.C. and D.C. Re- 
sistance ranges to 20 megohms. Current ranges to 500 mil- 
liamperes, also 10 amperes D.0 $38.95 

In New Roll Top Safety Case $43.75 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 5200-5213 West Kinzie Street, 
In Canada, Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont. 

I 

e 
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it's a 

,Jeneen 
SPEAKER 

5/1, 
CONCERT* SERIES 

PM SPEAKERS 
with Alnico 5 `rR" Motors 

The new JENSEN Concert Series speakers 
illustrated are now available at price levels 
only slightly higher than the well-known 
Standard Series models P12 -S, P10 -S and P8 -S. 
These new "R" speakers offer unequaled val- 
ues in power handling capacity, in efficiency, 
and in response -frequency. Overall perform- 
ance is just a notch below that of the famous 
JENSEN PM12-H (now P12 -Q), PM10-H 
(now P10 -Q) and PAH -8 (now P8 -Q), at 
substantial price savings. 
Model P12 -R, ST -103 - 12 watts 519.50 
Model P10 -R, ST -121 -10 watts 18.50 
Model P8 -R, ST -169 - 9 watts 15.25 
For complete information on all models in the 
Concert series, as well as on other JENSEN 
equipment, send today for JENSEN Catalog 
No. 1010. Use the handy coupon below. 

'Trade Mark Registered 

JENSEN MANUFACTURING CO. 
6619 South Laramie, Chicago 38, Illinois 
P/ease send nre a copy of the 1947 Jensen catalog. 

Name 

Address 
In Canada: Copper Wire Products, Ltd. 

City - Zone_ _State 11 King St. W., Toronto 1 

1 

JENSEN 

MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
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SIL VAXIA NEWS 
RADIO SERVICE EDITION 

SEPT. Prepared by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa. 1947 

NEW SYLVANIA OSCILLOSCOPE BOASTS 1INCH 

CATHODE RAY TUBE -IS ONLY $124.50! 

Wide Variety Of Uses Excellent For Rapid 
Receiver Alignment and Trouble Shooting 

Panel is heavy aluminum finished in silver gray, with 
type and decorations hand screened. Each finish coat 
and the silk screening are separately baked under a 
carefully controlled process-for long life and maximum 
beauty. Here's an impressive, versatile instrument for 
your establishment. 

Now ! For little more than you would pay for a smaller instru- 
ment, you can obtain a big beautiful, 7 -inch Oscilloscope 
that's the last word for servicing. Excellent for audio cir- 
cuit analysis, transmitter checking, filter circuit and hum 
analysis. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIAL FEATURES 

Large 7 -inch cathode ray tube provides "Jumbo" patterns. 
A new push-pull deflection circuit provides clearer patterns, less 

distortion and more gain. 
Observation of a wider variety of phenomena is made possible by the 

addition of a Z axis input for intensity modulation. This feature is 
useful in studying pulses and portions of cycles, and leads to many 
applications in industry. 

Panel binding post provides 6.3 volt AC..3 ampere supply for con 
venient external use. 

Subdued red -jeweled panel lamp assembly with removable cap for 
easy replacement of lamp. 

Extra -long, heavy-duty line cord. 
Externally accessible line fuse at rear of cabinet. 
Power Supply: 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle, 35 watts. 
Accelerating potential 1400 volts. 
Horizontal Sweep: Left to right with frequency from 15 to 30,000 

cycles. Synchronizing signal sources: internal (vertical), external, line 
frequency. 

Deflection Factor at 1000 cycles 
AMPLIFIERS: Vertical .21 volt rms per inch peak to peak deflection. 

Horizontal .25 volt rms per inch peak to peak deflection. 
DIRECT: Vertical 15 volts rms per inch peak to peak deflection. 

Horizontal 18 volts rms per inch peak to peak deflection. 
Amplifier frequency response is flat to within 3 db. from 7 cycles to 

140 kc. at full gain. 
Input Impedance 

AMPLIFIERS: Vertical .5 megohm; 26 mmfd. 
Horizontal .5 megohm; 33 mmfd. 

DIRECT: Vertical and Horizontal 3.9 megohms; 20 mmfd. 
INTENSITY MODULATION: .5 megohm; 30 mmfd. 

For more complete information, write 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Radio Division, Emporium, Pa. 

SOLD THROUGH YOUR SYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR 

SYLVANIAELECTRIC 
MAKERS OF RAD 0 TUBES CATHODE PAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DE /ICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 
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a line of STANDARD LOUDSPEAKERS by RCA 

yOU'VE WANTED A LINE of 
Standard Loudspeakers from 

RCA, because you know that the 
RCA trade mark sells products 
wherever it's displayed. 
-Now you can reap greater 

profits and customer satisfaction 
from RCA Standard Loudspeakers. 

Look at the new line of RCA 
speakers! In addition to meeting 
most replacement requirements, 
these RCA -manufactured speakers 
have RCA -engineered features 

*Ifrj HARRISON, N. J. 

that provide superior perform- 
ance. Ten types service most sets. 
And they're competitively priced. 

See your RCA distributor today 
about these quality speakers-and 

also learn how you can make extra 
profits from RCA Television Parts 
and Accessories and the RCA 
Magic Tone Cell Phonograph 
Modernization Kits. 

Other Members of RCA's Growing Family of Standard Parts and Accessories 

Crystal Pickup 
Cartridges 

e 
TUBE DEPARTMENT TUBE 

Television 
Parts 

"Bright Picture" 
Television Antennas 

and Transmission Line 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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SUBSTITUTION BOXES 
Çìtach JDMçth 5hthQ flufa 

M\ V radio service dealers 
have reported lately that sets 

come in for repairs with resistors so 
badly burned that the color coding is 
completely obscured. They also re- 
port occasionally finding damaged 
capacitors which either are not coded 
or labelled at all, or else seem to 
have a "private" coloring marking or 
manufacturer's type number that is 
so much Greek to the trouble shooter. 
If the exact circuit diagram in which 
all components are labelled with their 
exact electrical values is not avail- 
able; the problem is doubly vexing, 
because the service dealer then much 
draw upon a reserve of circuit design 
knowledge (which he possibly may 
not possess) or else he must resort to 
costly, inefficient cutting and trying 
until he hits the right values of com- 
ponents. Unfortunately, sonic of the 
new receivers have posed this type of 
problem. 

When complete circuit data is not 
at hand, the only rapid way to deter- 
mine the value of a component needed 
is to apply an adjustable, clip -in sub- 
stitution unit which may be varied 
quickly to the value which will give 
best results. For example : A cathodic 
resistor of unknown value has burned 
open. A continuously variable n 
sistance-substitution unit is clipped to 
the terminals formerly connected to 
the cathode resistor. The substitution 
unit then is varied until the proper 
value of cathode voltage is developed. 
The required resistance value then is 
read from the dial of the substitution 
unit, and a fixed resistor of this value 
(or the nearest commercial value) is 
soldered in place in the circuit. The 
same procedure may be followed with 
a calibrated capacitor substitution unit. 

Both capacitance and resistance sub- 
stitution units may be clipped quickly 
into a receiver circuit and may be 
adjusted just as rapidly. Thus, they 
are indispensable in one of the mo-I 
puzzling varieties of trouble shooting. 
Substitution units may be made direct 

*"Radio Test Instruments." Turner. ( Ziff - 
Davis Pub. Co.) p. 205, revised edition. 

Determining component values, when they 
are unknown, is simple by using this system 

by RUFUS P. TURNER 

reading (in ohms or microfaracls) so 
as to eliminate all unprofitable figur- 
ing, estimating, guessing, and fail- 
ing. The author has, on other occa- 
sions, pointed out the efficiency of 
these units for rapid trouble shoot- 
ing by bridging burned -out com- 
ponent.* 

Factory -made substitution boxes are 
net easily obtainable at this time. 
Consequently, the service dealer either 
must build his own (a simple job, if 

he has the time) ór he must have them 
built by some other technician. How- 
ever obtained, these units are well 
worth. the investment and will take 
their place at once with other im- 
portant captial equipment in the shop 
or laboratory. 

Because most technicians will have 
to construct their own substitution 
boxes, we are presenting in this 
article complete technical data con- 
cerning both capacitance and resist - 

INPUT 
TERMINALS EACH SWITCH: Single -pole, 11 -position, 

non -shorting, rotary se!ector switch 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

M EGOH MS 

Resistors in megohms decode each 1 meg., 2 watts 

HUNDRED 
THOUSANDS 

10 

Resistors in hundred thousands decade each 100,000 ohms, 2 watts 

Resistors in ten thousands 

TEN 
THOUSANDS 7MAirAn 10 

decode each 10,000 ohms , 2 watts 

THOUSANDS 

4 5 6 07 08 09 010 

Resistors in thousands decode each 1000 ohms, 2 watts 

HUNDREDS 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Resistors in hundreds decode each 100 ohms, 2 watts 

TENS 
10 

Resistors in tens decode each 10 ohms, 2 watts 

UNITS 

7 8 9 10 

Resistors in units decade each 1 ohm, 2 watts 

Figure 1. Low -powered resistance substitution box 
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ance units. The electrical values 
chosen are the result of a complete 
study of the situation, and will be 
applicable to the wide range of con- 
ditions arising in trouble shooting. 

Resistance Substitution Boxes 

Early resistor substitution boxes em- 
ployed rheostats or potentiometers 
fitted with dials graduated directly 
in ohms. A calibrated variable resistor 
of this type provide a smooth, step - 
less variation of resistance. A very 
real drawback of this device, however, 
is the fact that fraction of the re- 
sistance winding, corresponding to the 
various lower -resistance settings, are 
not able to handle as much wattage 
as the full winding. The operator of 
the calibrated rheostat accordingly 
must continually be on the alert when 
using the lower -resistance settings, to 
prevent burning out the instrument. 
Even the high -wattage rheostats are 
limited in their application. 

The author has found it much bet- 
ter to employ the decade box scheme. 
In this well-known arrangement, sepa- 
rate resistors of the same value are 
used in conjunction with an 11 -point 
switch. Several such decades may be 
connected in series in one box to cover 
accurately a wide resistance range in 
small steps that rival the action of 
a rheostat. The resistors usually are 
all of the same wattage. 1- or 2 -watt 
units are employed in a low -powered 
box (used to substitute for common 
radio circuit resistors) and 10 -watt 
ressitors in a high-powered box (used 
to substitute for voltage divider sec- 
tions, etc., in which the currents will 
be large). 

Descriptions of practical resistor 
substitution boxes follow: 

Low -Powered Box. 

The circuit schematic for this unit 
is given in Figure 1. A single -pole, 
11 -position, non -shorting rotary selec- 
tor switch and ten 2 -watt resistors 
of the same value comprise each dec- 
ade. Decades are provided for meg- 
ohms, hundred thousands, ten thou- 
sands, thousands, hundreds, tens, and 
units of ohms. The power handling 
capability of this box varies from 2 
watts for any single resistor to 70 
watts for all six decades in series. 

The low -powered box covers re- 
sistance values from 1 ohm to 11,111,- 
110 ohms in steps as low as 1 ohm 
each-a range of over 11 million to 1. 
The resistance setting is read directly 
from the settings of the various dec- 
ade switches. Thus; the switch posi- 
tions in Figure 1 are 2 megohms, 7 
hundred thousands, 5 ten thousands, 
3 thousands, 0 hundreds, 9 tens, and 
3 units-or 2,753,093 ohms. 

The low -powered substitution box 

O INPUT ^ 
TERMIN I¡ 

05 
A 
o 

EACH SWITCH: Single -pole, 
11 -position, rotary selector switch 

TEN 
THOUSANDS 

7 8 9 010 

Resistors in ten thousands decade 
each 10,000 ohms. 10 watts 

010 
THOUSANDS 

o 
Resistors in thousands decode each 1000 ohms, 10 watts 

00 03 04 

J,UNDREDS 

05 .6 7 08 09 010 
A 
o 

Resistors in hundreds decade each 100 ohms, 10 watts 

o 7 08 9 010 

Resistors in tens decade 
each 10 ohms, 10 watts 

06 7 8 09 010 
Resistors in units decode each 10 ohms, 10 watts 

TENS 

UNITS 

Figure 2. High-powered resistance substitution box 

will function in lieu of all cathode, 
plate, screen, grid, and similar re- 
sistors in r -f amplifier, oscillator, i -f 
amplifier, detector, discriminator, 
AVC, AFC, and low -powered audio 
circuits. It may be used also to de- 
termine the proper resistance for vol- 
ume controls, tone controls, and similar 
rheostats and potentiometers, and to 
determine resistance values in such 
experimental circuits as multivibrators, 
photocontrol devices, and test instru- 
ments. 

Electrostatic shielding is not neces- 
sary in the low -powered resistance 
substitution box. Any instrument case 
the builder has available will suffice to 
house this unit. AVTiring between 

ADIO 
IF ----1 

AL L. 

J0 OS 
CASH 

. EPAR S 

A 

"Will you fix this set? My husband's 
quite a handy -man but he couldn't. 
But, as he started the job, you 
shouldn't have to charge much!" 

switches must be made with heavy 
bus bar. Resistors are soldered direct- 
ly to switch contacts, as indicated in 
Figure 1. 

The resistors should be selected 
with reasonable care from store stock. 
Naturally, the accuracy of the sub- 
stitution box will be enhanced by 
close tolerance of the individual re- 
sistors. 

The input terminals of the sub- 
stitution box should be connected by 
the shortest possible leads to the ap- 
propriate points in the circuit under 
test. Heavy, flexible, insulated wire 
should be used. In order to provide the 
best power -handling combination, re- 
sistance values should, whenever 
possible, be selected with the box in 
such a way that as many decade re- 
sistors as possible are included in 
series with the input terminals. For 
example; instead of selecting 100 ohms 
with the HUNDREDS decade in its 
no. 1 position, set the TENS decade 
to its no. 10 position. This latter set- 
ting gives the same 100 ohms, but wiht 
ten 2 -watt resistors in series. 

High -Powered Box. 

The low -powered box will, in gen- 
eral, not be satisfactory for high- cur- 
rent substitutions, such as in power 
supply voltage dividers, output am- 
plifier cathode bias circuits, and similar 
positions where the power handling 
capability must be comparatively large. 

A second resistance substitution box 
is recommended for higher -powered 
applications. and is illustrated by 
Figure 2. Since power resistors in 
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IU 
O TERMINPNTALS 

0.11yí 12.2 10.3 10.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 .9 
T1.0 

0.1 
DECADE 

iT3 
i4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 010 

Blank 

o0 
Blank 

0.01 I uf 1.02 1.03 12.04 1.05 10.06 10.07 1.08 1.09 10.1 

01 T2 T3 T4 T5 6 T7 T8 1; 070 

.0011;yí 1002 1003 1004 110 

T. 1 1 
05 _006 _007 1008 1009 

01 

101 

OO T2 T3 0 T4 05 T6 7 08 09 010 
Blank 

Blank -'r°° 

0.01 
DECADE 

0.001 
DECADE 

.0001 yf 100210003 1,0004100,)5100061000710008100091001 

T T2 3 1; T6 1; TB 1; To 

EACH SWITCH : Single -pole, 11 -position, rotary selector switch 

0.0001 
DECADE 

Figure 3 

0.1 DECADE: 600 -volt tubular 
- capacitors. 

0.01 DECADE: 600 -volt tublar 
capacitors. 

0.001 DECADE: Postage -stamp 
mica capacitors. 

0.0001 DECADE: Postage -stamp 
mica capacitors. 

Connect capacitors in parallel to ob- 

tain any of above values which are not 
standard. For example; 0.7 ufd. may he 
built up with one 0.5 and one 0.2 ufd. 
corrected in parallel 
All switches: S.p.s.t toggle. 

Capacitors C, to Cs inclusive 600 -volt 
tubular 

Capacitors C. to C inclusive midget 
tubular electlytic. 

radio receiver circuits seldom run 
much higher than about 100,000 ohms 
in value, this box includes only units, 
tens, hundreds, thousands, and ten 
thousands decades. The high-powered 
box covers the resistance range 1 ohm 
to 111,110 ohms in steps as small as 1 

ohm each. Power -handling ability of 
this box varies from 10 watts for any 
single resistor to 500 watts for the 
five decades in series. 

As in the case of the low -powered 
resistance substitution box, the re- 
sistance setting of the high-powered 
box is read directly from the settings 
of the various decade switches. For 
example; the switches in Figure 2 are 
set at 5 ten htousands, 10 thousands, 

8 hundreds, 5 tens, and 0 units -or 
60,850 ohms. 

The rules for construction and use 
of the low -powered substitution box 

also apply to the high-powered box. 

Capacitance Substitution Boxes 

The saine principles are applied to 
the construction and operation of 
capacitance substituion boxes, except 
that capacitor decades are wired in 
parallel, rather than in series. Capaci- 
tor substitution boxes are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. 

Low -Medium -Capacitance Box. 

This unit (See Figure 3) covers 
the capacitance range from 0.0001 ufd. 
(100 uufd.) to 1.111 ufd. in steps as 
low as 0.0001 ufd. each. The decades 
are made up with single -pole, 11 -posi- 
tion, non -shortening rotary selector 
switches and postage stamp mica 
capacitors in each position except C. 
to C,a which are tubular capacitors. 

Shortest possible leads are a must 

1C, 1C2 1C3 1C4 105 1c7 1C8 J_C9 
1C101C/1 1213 1C14 

1.0 
pf 

1.0 
pf 

1.0 
pf 

1.0 
Pf 

1.0 
Pf 

1.0 
Vf 

1.0 
PT 

1.0 
Pf 

1.0 
AT 

10 
Pf 
450 

V. 

20 
Pf 
450 

V. 

30 
Pf 
450 

V. 

40 
PT 
250 

V. 

50 
pf 
50V. 

IS2 

pS3 DS4S5S6 pS7 pS8S9 Ç10 DS11 ÇS1S13 ps14 

IIIIIIIIIIII 

t 
INPUT 

TERMINALS 

1 

Figure 4 

in the capacitance boxes, in order to 
minimize stray circuit capacitance and 
to take full advantage of the individual 
accuracy of the component capacitors. 
For the same reasons, it is mandatory 
that test leads from the input terminals 
of the substitution box to the circuit 
under test be not only as short as 
possible but also rigid. All wiring in- 
side the box must be done with heavy 
bus bar. 

As with resistance boxes, the ca- 
pacitance substitution box is read 
directly from the total settings of the 
decade switches. For example; the 
switches in Figure 3 are set at four 
0.1's (0.4), six 0.01's (0.06), seven 
0.001's - (0.007), and three 0.0001's 
(0.00003) -or a total of 0.4673 ufd. 

High -Capacitance 
Substitution Box 

Beyond about 1 microfarad, capaci- 
tor decades become rather bulky in 
size. For this reason, a separate sub- 
stitution box is recommended for ca- 
pacitances in the large -size by-pass 
and filter categories. ' The circuit 
schematic for a box of this type is 
shown in Figure 4. 

The electrical arrangement of this 
box is somewhat different from that 
of the low -capacitance unit. Here, for 
example, each capacitor is connected 
to a toggle switch. If only one switch 
is closed. its companion capacitor is 

the only one that is in the circuit. 
When two or more switches are 
closed, however, all of the capacitors 
associated with these particular 
switches are connected in parallel by 
the operation, and the total capacitance 
in the circuit is the simple sum of 
the individual capacitances that have 
been switched -in. For example; if 
switches 1, 7, 8, and 13 in Figure 4 

are closed, the total capacitance is 
1+1+1+40 ufd.-or 43 microfarads. 

The substitution box covers the 
capacitance range from 1 ufd. to 159 

ufd. in steps as small as 1 ufd. each. 
Since electrolytic capacitors are 

employed in the 10-, 20-, 30-, 40-, 
and 50-ufd. positions, it is imperative 
that the input terminal connected to 
the positive terminals of these capaci- 
tors be plainly labelled + or positive, 
as shown in Figure 4. 

The operator of the high -capacitance 
substitution box must be careful to 
observe the working voltages of the 
capacitors switched into the circuit. 
The 1-microfarad units (C, to Co) 

will operate safely at 600 volts d. c., 
while three of the electrolytics (C,o, 
Cil, and C,_) are rated at 450 volts, 
one of the remaining ones (C13) at 
250 volts, and the last (C14) at 50 

volts. The dial plate of the switches 
may be marked with these voltages, 
as a guarantee of indication. 
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Erie Radio, always a pace -setter in 
the merchandising of radios and ap- 
pl`ances in Erie, Pa., recently opened 
the eyes of folks in their community 
a trifle wider-by adding two definite 
merchandising aids, and all of which 
are paying off. 

"Perhaps the most outstanding in- 
novation to our business," commented 
Donald M. Rosenthal, owner -manager of 
the store, "has been the construction of 
what we believe to be the largest single 
show window area in the city, measuring 
about 300 square feet and powerfully 
lighted at night. 

"Another improvement in our overall 
merchandising plans has been the 
adaption of a concerte, far-reaching ad- 
vertising schedule which is efficient and 
time -saving, while being comparatively 
easy on the budget. 

Taken in order, the first change was 
a "national" that was planned some 
months ago when the terrific post war 
sales possibilities in the radio and ap- 
pliance field were sensed. This change 
is simple in concept, but curtailment of 
building supplies, electrical fixtures, etc. 
was a big handicap to putting the idea 
into operation. 

It consisted in raising "the floor", as 
it were, immediately in front of the plate 
show windows which bound the Erie 
Radio sales room on its corner location 
at one of the city's busiest downtown 
intersections. This elevation to knee - 
height makes scores of appliances and 
radios on display visible from cars pass- 
ing on the street as well as bringing 
these products closer to the eyes of side- 
walk passersby. 

"Then, in cooperation with the local 
Pennsylvania Electric Co. office, we 

16 

The investment outlay for enlarged 
store windows and lighting came back 
within a short time. 

HOW ERIE 
UPPED $ALE$ 

by WALTER RUDOLPII 

planned to make this window stand out 
at night, gleamingly attractive and a 
merchandisig aid while the store was 
closed," stated Harold Allmon, general 
service manager at Erie Radio. "And it 
might come as a revelat ion to those who 
hesitate to add more light because of in- 
creased overhead, that the powerful light- 
ing which we now have costs us three 
dollars less per month than we formerly 
paid. 

"That's a fact-the bill for the first 
month after the installation of the new 
lighting units over our revamped show 
windows was $3.10 below the preceding 
month," he continued. "Of course, our 
original installation cost of about $500, 
including a third more new lighting units 
installed elsewhere than in the windows, 
is a sizeable item, but we figure that 
the numerous comments and compliments 
we have received on the show windows 
at night indicate that our radio and ap- 
pliance sales will go zooming when we 
have the merchandise to display and 
sell. Already we hate realized a quick- 
ening in sales of what we have." 

Installation was done by Erie Radio 
personnel during working hours and 
during a few evenings, taking three days 
altogether. Aside from slight angles 
and cutting in around the dimensions 
of the window area: as it now is laid 
out, the new flooring for actual window 
display measures about 10X28' and by 
the time this is read will be covered 
with custom -laid battleship linoleum, with 
a dark border and an attractive design 
through its middle. 

The lighting units themselves, along 
the top edges of the large areas of plate 
glass (but hidden from street view by 
darkened areas of glass,) consist of 19 

Sylvania commercial fluorescent fixtures 
containing two 40 -watt tubes each. The 
$500 installation cost given above in- 
cluded conduits, wire, clamps and labor, 
besides the lighting units. 

Advertising Plays A Part 
The advertising program at Erie 

Radio, heretofore rather on the catch- 
as -catch -can side, has been streamlined 
into a single, carefully drawn -up black 
booklet which contains copy and mats 
for daily advertising, week after week, 
in systematic order. This schedule in 
booklet form can be turned over to the 
newspaper wherein the advertising is to 
be carried, and the advertiser can prac- 
tically forget about advertising, as such. 

Compiled by the Modern Publicity Co. 
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New York, this form of advertising 
eliminates the periodical "pestering" by 
local advertising salesmen, as the pro- 
gram for months ahead is already plan- 
ned and awaiting chronological execution. 

"Our particular advertising needs are 
served," explained Allamon, "because the 
form we have chosen gives us a few 
snuare inches of promotion, hammering 
day after day, within a set symbol or 
physical outline. This symbol is an 
eight -pointed star, so to speak - two 
squares, one superimposed upon the other, 
-with our firm name beneath, and this 
will be in practically the same spot in 

the daily newspaper, day after day. 
"We believe readers will come to 

recognize this symbol, and sort of look 
forward to the change of message it 
will bring. For although the symbol 
remains the same, the message will read 
differently from week to week, 52 changes 
in all. 

"These messages run something like: 
'We can make your radio sing ;' or, 
`Complete appliance 

., 
servicing, and 

economy, too.' They%re designed to be 
glanced at and swallowed at one bite, 
or without any great study, and they 
keep our name in the mental foreground 

of the appliance and radio users and 
buyers." 

Looking toward the future, toward the 
bonanza of radio and appliance sales that 
is sure to come to the merchant who is 
ready and prepared for attracting and 
holding customers, Erie Radio has in 
the blueprint stage plans for one of the 
most modernistic stores in the city. De- 
partmentalization, a wealth of lighting, 
acoustical background under a false ceil- 
ing down one side of the large sales 
floor where floor model radios will be 
aptly demonstrated, and other features 
are forthcoming. 

WHEN James E. Wright, own- 
er of the Wright Electric Co. 

of Decatur, Ala., had to seek a new 
location for his radio repair shop he 
found that none was available in that 
city. He spent six months looking over 
the city, investigating locations, but 
without results. Finally one day he 
was down at the city bus line garage 
and saw, off to one side, a discarded 
city bus with the wheels removed. He 
inquired about it and found that it 
could be purchased reasonably. He 
bought it. 

The owner of a filling station on one 
of the side business streets of the city 
and only one block from the main busi- 
ness street gave Mr. Wright permis- 
sion to park the discarded city bus to 
one side of the filling station in a spot 
where it would not be in the way. The 
bus was then hauled to this spot and 
set up. Mr. Wright painted it and 
fixed up the inside as a repair shop 
with handy work benches. A telephone 
was installed and electric light con- 
nected. An outside antenna was put up 
to aid in testing radios after they were 
serviced. 

In the place where the name of the 
bus line is generally found, Mr. 

Left - Mr. Wright at the 
bench. Right - a view of 
the bus interior. 

AN OLD BUS 
&cama. rr. ,attccedisgitL 

SERVICE SHOP 

by STEPHEN POIt'l'Elt LATAKOP 

Wright put up a sign with the name 
of his firm. And in the two head lights, 
small signs were placed advertising the 
business. The light behind each of 
these signs was connected with blink- 
ers so that when one light was on the 
other was off which proved attractive 
eye-catching advertising at night. 

A 30,000 watt space heater was in- 

stalled, connected with a thermostat 
which was kept on all winter and it 
kept the place warm. 

The novelty of the whole thing has 
paid off. In fact what began as a 
makeshift has proven so satisfactory 
that Mr. Wright had given up all ideas 
of looking for another location even 
when they become available. 
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A Television Antenna System 
E of today's major problems, 

for tenant and landlord alike, 
is that of providing satisfactory tele- 
vision reception in large apartment 
houses. Some apartments consist of 
three or more units, each unit housing 
from 50 to 150 or more families. 

The problem that exists begins to 
unfold itself in its proper magnitude 
when we consider installing the an- 
tennas for a dwelling consisting of 
from 50 to 150 living units, such a 
building being made up of 3 or 4 
building .units. To be sure, each and 
every apartment in each unit may not 
plan on having a television receiver, 
but there is no known formula for 
determining how many will, and which 
apartments they will be. However, 
considering any reasonable distribu- 
tion of television receivers during the 
next few years, even if only 50% of 
the tenants of any large apartment 
building install television receivers, 
the resultant antenna situation is, to 
say the least, a "mare's nest". 

Not only from the standpoint of 
building disfigurement is this situa- 
tion bad, but also from the standpoint 
of satisfactory reception for even a 
small portion of those installing re- 
ceivers. First, there are usually not 
over one or two "choice" antenna 
locations on an apartment roof. If 
these are "grabbed off" by the instal- 
lation men making the first installa- 
tions in the block, as they naturally 
would be, later purchasers have to be 
satisfied with less desirable antenna 
locations with the resultant poorer 
and poorer reception as each less de- 
sirable location is utilized. Also as 
more new antennas are erected con- 
siderable interference with existing 
installations may result. Secondly, the 
indiscriminate location of antenna 
after antenna within the restricted 
area of the block is bound to result in 
the partial absorption or reflection of 
signals from those antennas which 
were originally located in the "choice" 
spots; and still more annoying may 
result in the creation of "images" or 
"ghosts" clue to the various reflections 
involved. Such "ghosts" are difficult 
enough to eliminate in many locations 
where "bounce -off" from nearby build- 
ings and objects occurs because of 
their peculiar location and proximity, 
without adding to the problem by the 
addition of some 50 or 150 other ob - 

A practical idea that may be the answer 
to one of Television's biggest problems 

by ALBERT II. CARIR 

jects (antennas being resonant de- 
vices make excellent reflectors) to fur- 
ther complicate the probem. Thirdly, 
there is the problem of lead-in cables. 
This in itself may seem small, but 
when the total number of lead-in ca- 
ble's is considered and the mechanical 
phases of their installation are taken 
into consideration it is not difficult to 
conjure in the mind what a complex 
jargon of wiring would result. Also 
with such indiscriminate routing of 
lead-in cables, resulting from each in- 
stallation man's endeavor to give his 
customer the best possible reception, 
there is bound to be considerable dam- 
age to existing installations and also 
to the building itself. 

Therefore, with the foregoing fac- 
tors, disadvantages and what -have -you 
in minci it would appear that an an- 
tenna system that would eliminate a 
majority of these undesirable features, 
would be welcomed with open arms by 
set owner and building owner alike. 
A description of such a system, "one 
of the things to come", is presented 
herewith. 

This system consists of five major 
elements as follows : 

1. Antennas-(note the plural)-a 
separate antenna, properly located 
and oriented for each television 
channel. 

2. An individual hand pass amplifier 
for each antenna. 

AMPLI- 
FIERS 

DISTRIBUTION 

COMBINING NETWORK 

DISTRIBUTION 

Figure 1-Basic System 

3. A mixing system for combining 
the outputs of the above men- 
tioned amplifiers and placing their 
outputs (combined) on to a dis- 
tribution system. 

4. A distribution system covering 
every apartment in the block and 
terminating in each apartment in 
such a fashion that any receiver 
may be connected to the distribu- 
tion system through a matching 
network. 

5. A matching network, so designed 
that the input impedance of any 
receiver is accurately matched to 
the distribution system. This 
matching network also to provide 
adequate isolation between receiv- 
ers to prevent radiation from local 
oscillators (through the system) 
from interfering with reception on 
another receiver. A block diagram 
encompassing all of these elements 
appears in Figure 1. 

With the five elements of the system 
identified, let's have a more or less 
detailed description of each. 

Antennas 
Inasmuch as we are going to have 

one and only one antenna for each 
television channel on the roof, it 
stands to reason that this antenna 
should be of the best construction pos- 
sible and located and oriented for the 
best possible reception on the channel 
for which it was designed. Two types 
of construction lend themselves readily 
to roof mounting, the dipole and the 
folded dipole. Inasmuch as the effi- 
ciency of each is nearly the same, the 
greater mechanical rigidity obtainable 
from a folded dipole makes it a heavy 
favorite. The folded dipole itself 
should be constructed of tubing, not 
less than %" and preferably 3/4" in 
diameter and rigidly mounted on a 
rugged metal upright with a clear 
line of sight to the transmitter loca- 
tion. This is, however, not always 
possible and, in any event, the cri- 
terion is, that location and orientation 
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for Multiple Unit Dwellings 
which gives maximum signal from 
the particular station for which it was 
designed, free from "ghosts", "im- 
ages", etc. 

A suitable matching device to match 
the balanced 300 -ohm dipole to an un- 
balanced 52 -ohm concentric cable 
must be provided. This may take the 
forni of a matching transformer, a 
"bazooka" or any one of a number of 
similar devices. One antenna suitably. 
located for each channel is fed 
through its individual lead-in cable to 
a central point on the floor below the 
roof where the cabinet containing the 
amplifier units may be suitably lo- 
cated. Inasmuch as the FM broadcast 
band is located adjacent to the high 
frequency television channel and 
considering that most television re- 
ceivers provide for FM reception, it 
is considered advisable to use an an- 
tenna and broad band amplifier tuned 
to cover the FM band and also pass 
this through the common distribution 
system, obviating the necessity of an- 
other separate FM antenna for each 
tenant. At the present time in New 
York with three television stations 
operating on regular schedules this 
will indicate a total of four antennas. 

Amplifiers 
The amplifiers are wide hand de- 

vices with high gain and remarkable 
stability. The gain of each is individ- 
ually controllable so that the amount 
of signal from channel #1 may ap- 
pear on the distribution system in the 
same magnitude as that from channel 
#4 or #5, etc., thus assuring within 
reasonable limits the same satisfactory 
reception on all channels. A schematic 
of an individual stage of one of these 
amplifiers appears in Figure 2. A max- 
imum gain of 60 db per amplifier is 
considered sufficient to insure proper 
distribution level and although in the 

6AK5 6AK5 

B+ BIAS 

e 
_L 

Figure 2-Typical Amplifier Stage 

metropolitan area it is seldom that 
this amount of gain will he required, 
it is available for those locations in 
which the strength of an incoming 
signal is of very low intensity. This 
amount of gain is easily obtained in 
an amplifier employing seven stages 
such as are illustrated in Figure 2 in 
cascade. 

The band pass characteristic of the 
amplifiers should be within less than 

db over a 6 me channel width. This 
is readily obtainable through suitable 
i -f transformer design and proper 
choice of plate loading. The response 
at the extremes of 1.0 me bandwidth 
should be at least 30 db down. This 
figure apparently gives sufficient at- 
tenuation to prevent cross modulation 
or other interference from adjacent 
channels. Inasmuch as it is desirable 
to maintain constant values of all sig- 
nals at all times, a well regulated 
power supply is a must if changes in 
line voltage are not to affect the 
proper operation of the amplifiers. De- 
sign considerations of the amplifiers 
include careful selection of the value 
of components used in the input cir- 
cuit in order that the various values 
of bias applied to the input stage do 
not change its input impedance suffi- 
ciently to cause improper termination 
of the transmission line. Such a mis- 
match invariably results in a high 
standing wave ratio and manifests it- 
self in the forni of ghosts in the pre- 
sentation. 

Unified Distribution Feeder 
One of the main objectives of the 

system being the elimination of a num- 
ber of cables running hither and yon, 
it is mandatory that all signals be fed 
to each receiver location by means of 
a single cable if this objective is to he 
realized. This is accomplished by 
means of a mixing and matching net- 
work system whereby the output of 
each amplifier is fed into a suitable 
network which presents the proper 
load to each amplifier and in turn 
imposes its output onto a 52 -ohm 
cable in common with the output of 
the other amplifiers for distribution. It 
is also a function of this network to 
provide sufficient isolation between 
the outputs of the various amplifiers 
to prevent any interaction and/or 
cross modulation between them. The 
values of L, C and R in this network 
are critical and are to a large extent 
dependent upon the value of load 

chosen for the last stage in each am- 
plifier. 

The distribution system is simplic- 
ity itself, consisting merely of stand- 
ard 52 -ohm cable going progressively 
from one outlet to another in a con- 
tinuous string. (As to how many out- 
lets this may be has not yet been 
accurately determined, but the best 
available estimate is that from 40 to 
50 outlets may be used from a single 
group of amplifiers). In practice it 
would appear desirable to so plan an 
installation that each feeder would 
take the forni of a vertical riser serv- 
ing apartments located one above the 
other and possibly serving two apart- 
ments on the same floor if their loca- 
tions were such that very short hori- 
zontal runs could be obtained. The 
wisdom of this method becomes obvi- 
ous when one considers the difference 
in cost in running all outlets from a 
single vertical riser as compared to 
lengthy, expensive horizontal runs. It 
also insures much more uniform and 
accurate impedance matching between 
the distribution system and the indi- 
vidual loads. 

Shielding 
The termination of the distribution 

system at each outlet is in such form 
that sonie 30 db of attenuation is in- 
troduced between the distribution sys- 
tem and each receiver. This attenua- 
tion, which is fixed, accomplishes two 
things: First-it brings the signal 
level down to a proper value to feed 
the receiver without danger of over- 
loading the input circuits and; Second 
-by providing 30 db of attenuation 
between cable and receiver, effectively 
provides 60 db of attenuation between 
any two receivers insofar as transmis- 
sion of any radiation from one receiv- 
er to another is concerned. The ad- 
vantage of transmitting as high a 
value of signal voltage on the distri- 

[see page 39] 

Figure 3-Terminal Connections 
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CIRCUIT COURT 
Magnavox CR -198 Series 

This 10 tube receiver employs a spe- 
cial type of i -f transformer between the 
6SA7 mixer and the first i -f tube, a 
6SK7. The purpose is to provide ade- 
quate selectivity for short wave and 
distant reception, and make available ex- 
panded band-pass for local high -quality 
stations. 

Partial circuit of Magnavox CR -198 

The result it accomplished by an ad- 
ditional winding on the i -f transformer. 
In the sharp position will be found the 
usual tuned primary and secondary. 
These coils will have a degree of coup- 
ling which proves reasonable band- 
width, say out to 5,000 cycles. 

In the broad position the additional 
winding is connected in series with the 
secondary, but coupled to the primary. 
In this way the circuits are overcoupled 
and serve to pass a much wider range 
of audio frequencies. The switch S. is 
mechanically coupled to the high fre- 
quency tone control. When this control 
reaches the end of its usual range it 
operates the switch and the high -fre- 
quency condition results. 

Another feature of the i -f stage is the 
dual cathede bias resistors. On the 
broadcast band, where maximum sen- 
sitivity is not needed, the total value is 
2670 ohms. In the short-wave, the 2200 - 
ohm section is shorted by a section of 
the range switch. Maximum power is 
then available for reception of weak sig- 
nals. This switch is indicated by S2 in 
the partial schematic. 

RCA 68R Series 
An interesting method of switching 

from FM on the new band to Standard 
Broadcast is employed in the RCA 68R 
instruments. A partial diagram showing 
the pert;nent circuits is illustrated. 

A 6BE6 miniature pentagrid converter 
tube is used in each stage. In the case 
of the FM mixer, a tuned -grid coil is 
fed a signal from the dipole terminals 
by a coupling coil. A built-in dipole 

serves for local reception. The occillator 
circuit is the usual tapped -coil Hartley 
type. The cathode and one side of the 
heater is provided with anr-f choke to 
maintain it at the cathode potential for 
oscillator frequencies. In the plate cir- 
cuit appears the primary of a 10.7 me 
i -f transformer. 

The AH mixer is similar to the one 
just described except that the broadcast 
band loop constitutes the inductance in 
the signal grid circuit, and provision is 
made for an external antenna by in- 
clusion of a coupling transformer. The 
plate connects to the primary of a 455 
kc i -f transformer. Conventional treat- 
ment is given the heater. 

The secondaries of the 10.7 me and 455 
kc i -f transformers are series connected 
and feed a 6BA6 i -f stage. Switching 
between bands is done simply by apply- 
ing plate voltage to the primary of the 
i -f transformer in the desired mixer 
plate circuit. Neither mixer has a -v -c 
voltage applied. 

Magnavox CR -198 Series 
It is a well known fact that the 10 

kc spacing of stations on the standard 
broadcast band imposes serious limita- 
tions on the audio fidelity which can be 
received, even with the best receiver. 
Phonograph reproduction, on the other 
hand, need not be limited, except by 
record and pickup limitations. 

This instrument has a wide -band audio 
system and over -coupled i -f system which 

Phono switching section of Magnavox 
CR -198 

provide exceptionally wide frequency re- 
sponse. During radio reception it is 
necessary to provide a method of sup- 
pressing the 10 kc beat which appear as 
a result of the beat between the carrier 
of the desired station and one or both 
adjacent carriers. 

The suppression is accomplished by the 
use of a parallel -tuned L -C circuit in 
the audio lead between the 6SN7 stage 
and the 6L6G output stage. It will be 
seen in the partial schematic that the 
grid of the phase invertor section of the 
6SN7 receives its excitation from a 
voltage divider in the grid of the 6L6G, 
subsequent to the insertion of the 10 kc 
filter. 

Provision is made on the range -function 
switch to short out the filter when the 
instrument is in the phono position, thus 
making available the full audio range 

Circuit showing how RCA 68R Series switches from FM to Standard Be Band 
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usable in this position. During align- 
ment, a 10 kc signal is fed to the audio 
system and trimmer C adjusted for 
minimum output. 

RCA Model 65BR9 
A system of i -f coupling which re- 

sults in better gain from some of the 
battery type tubes than can be obtained 
by conventional circuits is used in sev- 
eral RCA sets, including the 65BR9. 

Several factors limit the gain obtain- 
able in such tubes as the IT4 and the 
accompanying diagram shows the method 
employed to bring the i -f gain of the 
stage up to 120 times. 

Partial schematic of RCA Model 
65BR9 

It will be observed that the iron core 
input and 'output transformers are con- 
nected conventionally except that the 
screen receives its d -c voltage via an 
additional winding in the output trans- 
former. The action here is to make use 
of some of the signal which appears on 
the screen, if it is not by-passed at the 
tube socket. Up to the point where in- 
stability sets in, making use of this per- 
mits increased gain from the stage. 

Note that the d -c voltage applied to 
the screen is only 34 volts. It is import- 
ant that this be near the indicated value 
to realize the required gain and prevent 
instability. 

BLOCK D 
Block diagrams quickly give experienced technicians the 
essential functions of each stage of a complex receiver 
circuit. This block diagram concerns the G -E Model 417 

This 10 -tube instrument incorporates 
broadcast, two short-wave and two FM 
ranges as well as phono reproduction. 
In the block diagram the tube function 
line-up has been shown for each type 
of operation. Electrical push-button tun- 
ing is used on the broadcast band, in 
addition to provision for dial tuning. 

Considering the FM performance first, 
we find a type 6AK5 miniature pentode 
used as a tuned r -f amplifier. Switch- 
ing is used in the grid circuit to select 
either the old or new bands. This stage 
is impedance coupled to another 6AK5 
tube used as a mixer. Grid injection is 
used from a triode connected 6AK5 
high frequency oscillator. 

The 10.7 me i -f resulting from the 
mixer operation is passed to an i -f 
system employing a 6SG7 and a 6SV7 
in that order. The transformers are in 
series with the AM coils and switching 
is done in the grid of the 6SG7 stage. 

Following i -f amplification, the signal 
pastes through a limiter stage (to re- 
move any AM components) employing a 
6SH7 tube. The FM output of the 
limiter is coupled by the last 10.7 me 
transformer to the diode of a 6SQ7 
which constitute the discriminator. 

The a -f signal supplied by the dis- 
criminator is amplified by the triode ele- 
ments of the 6SQ7 and then drives the 
single 6V6GT output tube. Inverse feed- 
back is incorporated in the audio stages 
to improve performance. 

In the manual-tuning broadcast posi- 
tion and AM short-wave baads, all the 
tubes used on FM serve the same func- 
tions as outlined above, except as fol- 
lows; the I.F. is switched to 455kc, 
the 6SH7 tube performs as second de- 
tector and a -v -c source and the diode 
section of the 6SQ7 is unused. 

Push-button tuning on the broadcast 
band only provides for selecting two 
circuits as the r -f stage (first 6AK5) 
is by passed, the signal being fed from 
the antenna directly to the mixer. 

Phonograph reproduction is obtained 

F -M 

6SQ7 
6AK5 
R.F 

6AK5 
MIXER 

6SG7 
I.F 

6SV7 
I.F. 

6SH7 
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6 V6 
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A -M 
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6S07 
A. F 

6V6 
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lilook diagram, of tht :{ 

from a low -output pickup and additional 
amplification is needed. A cascade con- 
nected 6SG7, dual triode, raises the out- 
put of the pickup to a level where the 
6SQ7 (triode section) and 6V6 stages 
provide normal output. A 5Y3 rectifier 
completes the tube compliment. 

Bendix Improves Models 
"Three changes have been made in 

Bendix Radios that were the subject of 
information given out in September," 
writes sales promotion manager J. L. J. 
O'Connor. "We are pleased to notify 
you and ask you to correct this in- 
formation, because it represents in- 
creased quality in each instance. 

"Model 747-A: This is an AM -FM 
table model originally described to you 

...lions of G -E Model 417 

as having six tubes and rectifier. This 
radio now has seven tubes and rectifier, 
utilizing a stage of radio frequency 
amplification and three -gang tuning on 
FM. This model now becomes 847-A. 

"Model 474-B: An AM -FM console 
with automatic phonograph reproduc- 
tion incorporates the same change as 
above. This model now becomes 847-B. 

"Model 667-A : This table model 
radio -phonograph utilizes six tubes and 
selenium rectifier, rather than five as 
previously indicated. For increased 
quality and volume output it offers a 
full-fledged push-pull output circuit in 
addition to other features of marked 
quality. Because of the non -tube char- 
acter of the selenium rectifier, this 
model number does not change. 
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THE DISCRIMINATOR 
CIRCUIT 

a. The discriminator (see Fig. 1) is 
a device which changes frequency va- 
riations into a varying audio voltage. 
This varying audio voltage corres- 
ponds to the sound being transmitted 
by the FM station. 
b. In the Westinghouse Model H-119 
and in many other FM circuits a more 
or less conventional center -tapped i -f 
transformer and a 6H6 tube comprise 
the discriminator. This circuit utilizes 
the phase shift between the primary 
and secondary voltages across the i -f 
transformer to produce a differential 
audio voltage. 
c. The step by step operation of the 
H-119 discriminator is as follows : 

1. The i -f signal voltage appears 
across the tuned primary of the dis- 
criminator transformer (condition 
A). 
2. An induced voltage is produced 
across the secondary winding. This 
voltage is 180° out of phase with the 
primary voltage (condition B). . 

3. At resonance the induced second- 
ary voltage causes an in -phase cur- 
rent to flow through the coil and its 
tuning condenser (condition C). 
4. This in -phase current flows 
through the coil and produces a re- 
active voltage drop across the coil 
and condenser. This reactive voltage 
is out of phase with the secondary 
current by 90° (condition D). 
5. If the resistance of the secondary 
winding is low, the reactive voltage 
drop across the secondary tuning 
capacitor will be many hundreds of 
times greater than the induced volt- 
age due to transformer action. This 
"gain" is similar to that of an or- 
dinary TRF stage when it is tuned 
and for all practical purposes, we can 
forget the induced secondary voltage 
and assume that the secondary volt- 
age is equal to the reactive voltage 
drop across the coil and condenser. 
6. The current through the secondary 
winding may be assumed to flow 
from bottom to top of the coil. One 
half of the reactive voltage drop ap- 
pears between the center tap and the 
bottom of the coil; the other half ap- 
pears between the center tap and the 
top of the coil. For purposes of ex- 
planation, referring to Fig. 1, we will 
designate the upper half of the volt- 
age drop as "minus" Es/2 and the 
lower half as "plus" Es/2. 
7. The primary voltage is also 
coupled to the center -point of the 
secondary winding through the ca- 
pacitor C64. This voltage appears 
across resistor R17, and is the same 
as that across the primary winding. 
8. The resultant signal voltage which 
appears at diodes No. 1 or No. 2 is 

FREQUENCY 

MODULATION 
This chapter covers the Discriminator 
Circuit and the Deaccentuation Network 

PART III 

the vector sum of the series voltage 
drop across R17 plus the upper half 
of the secondary voltage, or the vec- 
tor sum of the series voltage plus the 
lower half of the secondary voltage. 
9. When the signal voltage frequency 
is equal to the resonant frequency of 
the tuned primary and secondary dis- 
criminator transformer circuits, the 
signal voltages appearing at the two 
diode plates are equal, and equal and 
opposite rectified voltages will appear 
across resistors R16 and R17 (condi- 
tion E). 
10. The audio frequency output un- 
der the conditions just mentioned, 
will be zero. This would be a condi- 
tion of no modulation at the FM 
transmitter. 
11. As the frequency varies with 

Several paragraphs devoted to vectors such as 
these (E -F -G) appeared on page 20, July 1947 
issue of RADIO SERVICE DEALER, in the 
article "Using A Conventional Signal Generator 
for FM Alignment." 

LIMITER 

8+ 

DISC. TRANSE. 
COUPLED 

A 
EP 

modulation, the voltages applied to 
the two diodes become unequal. 
12. At frequencies higher than the 
resonant frequency of the tuned cir- 
cuits, the secondary winding presents 
an inductive reactance causing the 
current to lag the secondary voltage. 
As a result the voltage at diode No. 
1 is greater than at diode No. 2 (con- 
dition F). 
13. Diode No. 1 passes current which 
flows from the cathode mid -point 
connection through R16. The voltage 
drop across R16 is now greater than 
the drop across R17. The voltage 
output at the discriminator test jack 
will be equal to the algebraic differ- 
ence between the voltage drops across 
R16 and R17 and will have a definite 
polarity, plus or minus, with respect 
to ground. 
14. At frequencies below resonance, 

[see page 34] 
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SWAP - BUY 
OR SELL 

FOR SALE-Hickok #177 dynamic mu- 
tual conductance tube checker A-1 con- 
dition with metal carrying ease $51): 

also Superior instrument. signal genera - 

tor #1230, $25. The Fixit Shop, 341 
W. Chteago Ave., Chicago 51, III. 
WANTED-Technical manuals on the 
RT-3/ARN-1 radio altimeter; 11-89/ 
ARN-5A Glide path receiver; RT -34/ 
APS-13 radar set; microwave frequency 
meter 105S. Will pay $1.50 ea. Alite 
before sending anything. Paul F. (tain. 
1'. O. Box 333, Marion, Ind. 
FOR SALE-Radio test equipment: 

- 
scope, vacuum tube voltmeter anti sig- 
nal tracer: 2 tube testers all in good 
condition. Will answer all inquiries. 
James W. Hoskins. 212 ìliddlefleld 
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 
SELL OR TRADE --RCA universal nul - 
put transformer #7853 and Centralab 
midget racldohm vo:ume control, 50,000 
ohm #N-114. Need 3110 IIY audio choke 
re larger value and 0.3 volt filament trans- 
former. Clyde Bevan, RT. 3, Box 100, 
Charlotte 3, N. C. 

FOR SALE-Radio City 802 tube 
t ester, set tester. Writ e for informa- 
tion. Willie E. Raines, It 2, Ridge- 
way, S. C. 

WANTED-l'hilco chassis and speaker 
37-650 in playing condition, eabinet 
not necessary. Will pay cash. Joe J. 
Smith, 1115 - N. 15th St., ('larks - 
burg, W. Va. 

SELL OR TRADE-Janette Rotary con- 
verters, CA -18, 110e d -c 110v, 60 cyel' 
a -c at 1.36A. Like new, $30 ea or 
trade. Want 1941 Buick radio :98005(1 
and 1942 Chevrolet radio 985793. Must 
be reasonably priced. State condition. 
Paul 31. Corrlery, Box 367, Tolarosa, 
N. \tex. 
FOR SALE-All kinds of slightly used 
radio text books 40% off. These in- 
clude advanced serviceman's e,,mrse. 
Chromium plated "bug" $6. Francis 
Conlogue, 5 Norfolk St., Roxbury, 11$, 
Mass. 

FOR SALE --Complete stork of excel- 
lent test equipment, tubes, condensers 
and parts; also service books and man- 
uals and late NR I course. Will sacri - 
tre, Ira E. Lutz, Sycamore. .11a. 

WANTED-Highest grade 1936 Phil. 
chassis and speakers or complete set in 
its case. Sherman Fairchild Associate,. 
Room 4624-30 Itoekefcl lee Plaza. 
New York 20, N. Y. 

FOR SALE-Bendix tube checker in 
good coalition; also portable short wave 
receiver by Emerson. $37.50 or tarde 
for BC -375 G -E transmitter and power 
supply. Glenn (dark, 1315 Del Rosa 
Ave., .San Bernardino. Calif. 
SELL OR TRADE -150 watt CW trans- 
mitter; Abbot T114 complete; D1320, 
2200 VCT. 1000 ma transformer; How- 
ard 4311 and other receiver and trans- 
mitter parts. All lettons answered 
Henry Marano, 23 Silver St., Waterville, 
Maine. 

FOR SALE-CML broad band convoler 
for 10 meters, never used, original box, 
$25; two 3mfd, 4000 W'VD(' Spragiies 
$4.90 ea. and new 872A, $2. L. H. 
Scott, Jr., 4010 Maryland, Shreveport 
71, La. 

SPRRGOE (APAtlfQRS'NOOINM 

FREE! This Giant Sprague 
TEL -U -HOW 
WALL CHART - from your Sprague Distributor 

Ask your nearest Sprague jobber for your 
copy of the SPRAGUE TEL -U -HOW 
WALL CHART. Just the thing for hang- 
ing on the wall of your shop. Its pro- 
fessional appearance impresses customers. 
The material it contains will help you do 
jobs easier, better, faster. 

Beautifully lithographed in colors, size 
22" x 28", the chart includes handy serv- 
ice application data; diagrams and de- 
scriptions of common circuit troubles 
involving capacitors; general replace- 
ment data on electrolytics; formulas; 
transformer, resistor and capacitor color 
codes; schematic; and similar invaluable 
service information. Everything is ar- 
ranged for quick, easy reference. Popular 
Sprague Capacitors and Koolohm Re- 
sistors are illustrated. Don't miss it! 

SELL OR TRADE-New Slalit Ii tans- 
er $1(1; nerd tinting It 550-30, 

oosKC receiver $511; set 55' rafles and 
plugs for BCI75E, $0; Goosis Limiter 
$5; surplus a -r Hasmmarlowl receiver 
$20. What haoe yatli Kenthriek 31:a -- 
tin, 751;9 Sterling Drive. Oakland 5, 
Calif. 

WANTED-[RCA Tltlo 9 or 90, TRI: 12 
ur 120 television reedier chassis, com- 
plete or in part. J. D. Young. 2009 
-15th St., S. E. Washington 20, 
P. C. 

FOR SALE- Lti watt amplifier, speaker, 
mike and 75' cable, $95. C. A. Needles, 
1024 VV, rile!! Ave., Missoula, .pout. 

FOR SALE ---Two 31:23 grid controlled 
rectifiers, $5 per pair; controls 500v, 
1500111a., 4 C battery, Lyle J. Cri - 
vils, 3743 N. .Aldrich, Alinneap, lis 1.2, 
Sliun. 

WANTED-Record display cabinet. 
Honte Radio Sales & Service, 851 Blake 
Drive, Brooklyn 7, N. Y. 

FOR SALE-New unused, 1946 lue 
Forest Radio ('ourse complete in seven 
leather hound volumes, including eight. 
extra books covering business methods. 
$50 prepaid. Charles C. Butler, 61(1 
E. 5th St., Cheri -yule, Kans. 

FOR SALE-Hudson out mutine re- 
ceiver A-1 condition $3.5. W.E. meter 
a -e scale 0 -lui $2.5!1. D. .1. Basic. 
2917 Milan St., New [Orleans, La. 

WILL TRADE -1946 I.C.S. Rat L 
Servicing ('ourse for late editor]] N. It I. 
corse. Gilbert Watson. 1008 Sansom 
\,... Alabama ('i! y. .\ la. 

YOUR OWN AD RUN HERE FREE 
The Sprague Trading Post is a less. Confine it to radio subjects. 
free advertising service for the Make sure your meaning is clear. 
benefit of our radio friends. No commercial advertising or the 
Providing only that it fits in with offering of merchandise to the 
the spirit of this service, we'll highest bidder is acceptable. 
gladly run your own ad in the Sprague, of course, assumes no 
first available issue of one gf the responsibility in connection with 
six radio magazines in which this merchandise bought or sold 
feature appears. Write CAREFULLY through these columns or for the 
or print. Hold it to 40 words or resulting transactions. 

Send your ad to Dept. RSD-97 
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY, North Adams, Mass. 
(Jobbing distributing organization for products of the 

Sprague Electric Co.) 

ASK FOR SPRAGUE 

FOR SALE-Complete repair depart- 
ment, 600 tubes, test equipment, tools, 
pants, Rider and other publications 
$1000 plus shipping charges. Setld for 
list and details. Post Radio Shop, 246 
Ave., 1', Brooklyn 23, N. Y. 

WANTED-Schematic diagrams for 
SCR -274 N, SCR -522 and BC -375E: 
All or any part, buy or rent. W. B. 
Sanders, 4310 Lakehaveu Drive, Atlanta 
5, Ga. 

TRADE OR SELL-New single signal 
superhet, described pages 247 to 250 
in 1945 ARM, handbook. Need plian- 
t!) roils wound, alignment. All new in- 
cluding tubes. Also have new surplus 
TI' -52 tuning unit $3. Need test. 
equipment. manuals. M. L. Alsou, 2931 
S. Alain St.,- Elkhart, Lid. 

FOR SALE-Transmitter, 300 watts 
fone, 450 watts OW, PI'812 tiwd ea - 
No: de modulation. 4 meters. Varo- 
stut in primary high voltage trau.s- 
former. housed in 2 36" racks $2011 
complete. Herb Bender, 4515 Lipton 
.Ave., N. Minneapolis, Minn. 

WANTED-RCA portable 13P-10, need 
not be in working order, need chassis 
and cabinet only. Will trade other ra- 
dio items. G. Samkofsky, 527 Bedford 
Ave., Brooklyn 11, N.Y. 

FOR SALE-General Electric mutual 
conductance tube tester for all tubes, 
Model TC -3l' complete with telephone 
plugs for battery test and tube chart. 
A-1 condition $55. John W. Dorup, 
Jr., 7119 Hutchins Ave., Columbus, Ind. 

SELL OR TRADE-Japanese walkie 
talkie to leather carrying case, 
8" x 3" x 6"; type 19 tube, oriel, 
2 sets phones, -2 mikes, trans. 30 
miles, 135v on plate; 3 bands '2%, 
10, 12 meters, $35 or swap for 220 
Swift, Bee or Hornet. Kenneth W. 
Burbank, 17 Bachellor St., E. Lynn, 
Mass. 

WANTED -2 or 3 25118 tubes. Willard 
Rush, 617 Going St., Pontiac 19, Mte.t. 

FOR SALE -10% below cost, 70 new 
well assorted radio tubes, list sent on 
request. Also new vomax $54. C. B. 
DeMunbrun, 1504 Hayes St., 3111,1; ogee, 
Okla. 

FOR SALE -15 watt amplifier, micro- 
phnes, Precision signal generate -r, 
E-200 Precision tube checker. Jolut 
T. Levine, 15-17 Kelley Sq., Worcester 
4, Mass. 

WANTED-A-C Superhet receiver, 
broadcast band only, for use in con- 
nection with radio cottrse. Must be 
popular make. A, N. Bishop, Veterans 
Hospital, Castle Point, N. Y. 

FOR SALE-Tu-o year old precision 
tube tester #912-I', $48; 55 new 
tubes, $30 anti Superior #850 signal 
generator covering bands from 100 Kr 
to 99Mc, 2 years old, $32. Hahn Ra- 
dio .Service, Morristown, Minn. 

FOR SALE-AN/APN-4, 5" scope, 
Precision et'ystal, new, 15 tubes, con- 
vmlible to test scope, $35; also BC -654 
75 -met er mobile transmitter -receiver, 
13 tubes, excellent condition $20; Leica 
camera. Walter Lund, 125 W. 90th St., 
Ncty York 24, N. Y. 

FOR SALE-Custom built Oldsmobile 
auto radio, has pusfi button and set of 
new tubes $55. postpaid. H. Ursillo, 
693 N. Broadway, E. Providence, R. I. 

URGENTLY NEEDED -6N6 tube; 
name your price, will answer all let- 
ters. T. B. Barnes, Jr., P. O. Box 
1096, Greensboro, N. C. 

FOR SALE-Well established radio 
sales and service shop. Selling because 
of Stealth. Warnken's Radio Shop, 630 
Main St., Longmont, Colo. 

FOR SALE-National 1-10 complete; 
Burton boll cry powered test oscillator. 
.Albert Webb, 1514 ('hew Ave., Phila- 
delphia 41. Pa. 

FOR SALE-Precision 912P tube tester, 
new in March, used only few times, 
$50. M. Polinski, 4731 S. Wolcott 
St., Chicago 9, Ill. 

WILL TRADE-Portable car radio com- 
plete with new battery, also $50 stamp 
collection. Want BC -348 receiver. 
Phil Brand, 462, Fordlmm, Bay Vil- 
lage, Ohio. 

FOR SALE-I1CA6204 Varatomatie mi- 
crophone, H. I. brand new. No reason- 
able offer refused, or will accept in 
trade mint stamps or small folding ca- 
mera. Carl Soendlin, 800 N. Main St., 
Dayton, Ohio. 

CAPACITORS and *KOOLOHM RESISTORS by name! 
"Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
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Meets EVERY Testing Requirement SETTER 

NEW model 3413 tubeR tester 

THIS INGENIOUS 
LEVER SWITCHING 

ryuuvt aúu,c e" 

FAST SIMPLE FLEXIBLE 
Provides individual 

control of each 
tube element 

Muoe3A13L 

TU6i' ELEMFN1;. 
3 + 7 6 7 

6 3 23 S 347A t 

d3 
12 2 r 

d 3 ,p I e 

61 3p I 6J 

With the new Model 3413 you can make your settings in- 
stantly-just snap the switch up or down.You actually 'pic- 
ture" the circuit. Usually not more than five of the ten lever 
switches need be set, yet you have individual control of each 
tube element. Many other convenient features make Model 
3413 the buy of its field-such as the handy, built-in SPEED - 
ROLL tube chart, the larger easy -reading meter, the hand- 
s'o' me new case with streamlined design. For 
either counter or portable use you will find Model 
3413 a quality -packed tester that you'll be proud 
to own. Write today. Address Dept. pys 

zid Triplett 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. BLUFFTON, OHIO 
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...here's how it can boost your profits 

As 
SURELY AS the "gasoline buggy" replaced the horse- 
drawn carriage, the Miniature Selenium Rectifier- 

an original Federal development-is destined to take the 
place of the rectifier tube in AC -DC receivers. Already, 
more and more 
radio sets-and 

FTKI 

An IT&T Associate 

manufacturers are building it into their 
more and more maintenance shops are 

installing it in the sets they 
service. 

What about you? Here is 

really a big chance for you to 

make extra money-by modernizing AC -DC sets now using 
a rectifier tube-giving them faster starting, better all- 

around performance. And as new sets using the Miniature 
Rectifier as original equipment come to you for servicing, 
you'll want to be ready with replacements. It's your op- 

portunity to be a leader by introducing this improvement 
now-by installing Federal's Miniature Selenium Rectifier 
in every AC -DC receiver you service. 

Available through major jobbers from coast to coast- 
complete with detailed instructions. 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation 
KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS AHEAD...is IT&T's world-wide 
research and engineering organization, of which the Federal 
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is a unit. 

SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 1000 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey 

In Canada: -Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal. 
Export Distributors: -International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y.C. 
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SHOP NOTES 
Write up any "tricks -of -the -trade" in radio servicing that you have discovered. 
We pay from $1 to $5 for such previously unpublished "SHOP NOTES" found 

acceptable. Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor." 

MAJESTIC Models 521445. 
54445R, Chassis 4506 

This service note by Majestic may b, 
adapted to all receivers where hum from 
the signal generator makes it almost im- 
possible to proceed with their alignment. 

Make a two or three turn loop about 
12 inches in diameter, connect to output 
terminals of the signal generator. Place 
this loop in a plane parallel to the re- 
ceiver loop antenna and about a foot 
away from the receiver loop. IMPOR- 
TANT : When making r -f adjustments, 
the receiver loop antenna should be 
spaced from the chassis exactly as when 
the receiver is in the cabinet. 

EMERSON Models FU 424. 
FU 427, FU 428 

Repeated burnouts of 1A7GT and 
1N5 (I.F.). This is caused by a com- 
pletely or partially open cathode by- 
pass condenser in the output tube of 
these receivers. Since the filaments of 
the tubes constitute the bias resistor of 
the power tube, they are subjected to 
audio signal variations if the cathode by- 
pass is defective. See Fig. 1. The tube 
that burns out most often is the IA7GT. 

OUTPUT '.UBE , 

CATHODE 
BY-PASS 
,COND. 

IF 2 - +N5 GT 

CONv IA7 GT 

DET 

RF INS CT 

FIGURE 1 

VIEWTONE Model VP101A 
The following additional data has been 

made available on the Viewtone televi- 
sion receiver using the new R -F ampli- 
fier and turner assembly illustrated in 
Fig. 2. Wl.en aligning this receiver the 
procedure is as follows : 

1. Set signal generator to 11.5 mc 
(audio modulated) and feed its output 
to grid of 6AC7-3rd i -f amplifier tube. 
Adjust 4th Pix I.F. for maximum out- 
put. Maximum output is easily observed 
on picture screen. 

2 Set signal generator to 12.0 mc and 
feed its output to grid of 6AC7-2nd i -f 

FIGURE 2 

tube. Adjust 3rd Pix I.F. for maximum 
output There are two slugs on this 
transformer. The one on top is the i -f 

transformer slug, and the one on bottom 
is the wave -trap slug. In this operation 
the slug on top is adjusted to maximum. 

3. Now set the signal generator to 
8.25 me, and adjust the bottom slug for 
minimum output. 

4. Set signal generator to 10.3 mc and 

feed its output to the grid of the 6AC7- 
1st i -f amplifier tube. Adjust 2nd Pix 
I.F. (top slug) for maximum output. 

5. Set signal generator to 8.25 mc and 
adjust bottom slug (sound I.F.) to max- 
imum output. 

6. Set signal generator to 9.3 mc. and 
feed its output to grid of 6AC7-convert- 
er tube. Adjust 1st Pix I.F. for maxi- 
mum output. 

7. Adjust oscillator slugs and r -f trim- 
mers on each band for maximum out- 
put. 

Note: When aligning i -f slugs two 
peaks will be obtained, the first with the 
slug out, and the second with the slug 
in. Use the peak with the slug out. 

ADMIRAL Models 7T06, 71 
12, Chassis 4B1 

Admiral service notes gives the fol- 
lowing on oscillation in the 4B1 chassis. 
Occasionally, audio oscillation may occur 
in the receiver with the volume control 
in an intermediate position. 

If this trouble is encountered, reverse 
the leads of the primary of the output 
transformer or ground speaker frame to 
the chassis. The speaker leads and the 
grid lead of the 1H5 should be kept as 

far as possible from the 3Q5 output tube. 

Indistinct Tube Markings 
on Glass 

Sometimes the number on a tube's 
glass envelope becomes too dim to read. 
When blowing one's breath on it or rub- 
bing it with a little ammonia will not 
restore it, we have obtained excellent 
results by placing a drop of thin oil on 

it and then gently rubbing the glass 
over one's shirt sleeve or coat sleeve. 
The number becomes plainly visible when 
the light shines on it from the proper 
angle. Try it. 

Submitted by: R. G. Jolly 
Jolly Radio Service 

PHILCO 46-1209 - Early 
Models 

Poortone and choky operation. Re- 
place resistor (See Fig. 3) R-300, 4,700 
ohms, with a 50,000 -ohm 1 watt resistor. 
Later models come through with this 
change. 

Submitted by: E. N. Christner 
Christner's Rúúdio Service 

7F 8 

g+ 

1e IF 
TRANS. 

R300 
4700. 
CHANGE 
TO 50,000.. 

FIGURE 3 

R. C. A. Models 4E, 45E -M. 
45E -W 

This receiver occasionally develops os- 
cillation, particularly with the volume 
control in some position other than maxi- 
mum. Excellent results have been ob- 
tained by making the following chan- 
ges. Sec Fie. 4. 

v.0 

2ND le 
TRANSI 

2.2 MEG 

.000t MFD 

DET. AVC 
ie AUDIO 

ce, 

471( J..V.c. TR 
y.DOot 

= MID. 

FIGURE 4 

1. \ I ove connection of 2.2 meg resis- 
tor from position A to position B. 

2. Connect a .0001 of mica condenser 
between point B and ground. 

In this manner the R.F. filtering be- 
fore it reaches the audio and A.V.C. cir- 
cuits is materially improved and the os- 
cillation will disappear. 

G.E. Model LB 530 
This receiver contains four bias cells 

arranged in a cardboard container so 
that each cell is connected in series with 
each other. Corrosion of the cell ter- 
minals causes poor contact between Bells 

with consquent intermittent and distorted 
operation of the receiver. 
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5 WORDS that assure ACCURACY, DEPENDABILITY and VALUE 

in all SILVER test instruments 

You ... and every serious service technician 
. have long dreamed of your shop equipped 

with the same caliber of laboratory instru- 
ments found in the factories making the radios 
you must service. Today's complex AM, FM 
and Television receivers can't be efficiently 
serviced by anything less. 
Under war pressure McMurdo Silver devised 
new techniques to lift the manufacture of lab- 
oratory -type instruments out of the costly 
model -shop. He discovered how to put them on 
the low-cost, high -volume production line. The 
result is instruments of laboratory precision, 
accuracy, dependability ... at prices far below 
what you'd expect to pay. These are the same 
identical Laboratory Caliber Electronic Test 
Instruments the big manufacturers, universi- 
ties and the government select. 

Can you afford less than the best - when the 
best costs you less? 
MODEL 906 FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR_ 8 ranges calibrated ±1% 
accurate, 90 kc. thru 210 mc. 0-100% variable 400rvAM; 0-500 kc. 
variable FM sweep built-in. Metered microvlts; variable 0-1 volt. 
Strays lower than $500 laboratory generators. Only $99.50 net. 

"VOMAX" UNIVERSAL V.T.V.M;: The overwhelming choice of ex- 
perts. 51 ranges, d.c., a.c., a.f., i.f., r.f., current, db., and resistance. 
Visual signal tracing to 500 mc. New 5" pencil -thin flexible Ir. f. 
probe. Only $59.85 net. 

MODEL 904 CONDENSER/RESISTANCE TESTER: Measures accurately 
1/4 mmfd. thru 1,000 mfd.; Yt"thru 1,000 mega . Internal 0-500 
V. variable d.c. polarizing voltage. Measures condensers with rated 
d.c. volts applied. Only $49.90 nef. 

MODEL 905 "SPARX" SIGNAL TRACER: Visual and audible tracing; 
also tests phono pickups, microphones, speakers. PA amplifiers. Is 

your shop test -speaker, too. 201Vthru 200 mc.; PM speaker; mains-in- 
sulared transformer power supply. Only $39.90 net, 

OVER 36 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

7e 9/4444 s 
1249 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT 

r- 
I SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG. See 

these and Silver communication 
transmitters, receivers, "Micro - 
match", Xtal-controlled VFO, pre - 
tuned freq. multiplier at your jobber.. 
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TELEVISION, a major achieve- 
ment of the present generation, 

has come into its own. As time goes 
on it will become an essential part of 
the everyday life of the average per- 
son and influence him as possibly no 
other medium of communications has 
in the past decade. 

Under average conditions, the gen- 
erally accepted radius for satisfactory 
television has previously been limited 
to approximately 35 to 40 miles. While 
this, no doubt, covers a large portion 
of the population in the areas in which 
transmitters are located, it neverthe- 
less deprives those on the fringe areas 
and those locations between 45 to 100 
miles from the transmitter from the 
obvious benefits, both personal and 
commercial, which might be realized 
were they able to satisfactorily re- 
ceive television. With this in mind, it 
became apparent that something must 
be done to extend this radius. 

Television sets have a limiting fac- 
tor where gain is concerned, clue to 
noise both internal and external. 
Boosters to be inserted between the 
antenna and set frequently have the 
limitation of destroying picture qual- 
ity and definition in order that ade- 
quate gain may be secured. It there- 
fore became essential that an antenna 
system be used which would combine 
the broad band response necessitated 
by multi -channel reception of televi- 
sion signals as well as substantial 
gain or pick-up in one direction, and 
the attenuation of signals in other 
than the desired direction as a means 
of helping eliminate interference. 

Television Received DX 

With these thoughts in mind the 
present Vee-d-x antenna was devel- 

Above are illustrated the VEE-d-x antenna installed on a 
house in Rockville, Connecticut and with it a picture show- 
ing actual reception of a televized image the antenna brings 
in. The television program being received clearly was being 
transmitted by a station 110 airmiles away. 

VEE-d-'x TELEVISION 
ANTENNA 

by A. C. DENSON 

oped and has proven extremely satis- 
factory. Consistent reports made over 
a period of time from installations 
varying from 90 to 125 miles from 
the transmitter have indicated that 
while reception may not be a solid 
100% at all times due to atmospheric 
conditions, sunspots, etc., reliable re- 
ception is none the less secured an 
average of 80 to 90% of the total 
time that the system is used. 

The Vee-d-x antenna system has a 
high forward gain thus giving maxi- 
mum pick-up in one direction while 
having minimum pick-up from the 
sides and rear, thus helping to elimi- 
nate interference. The incorporation 
in the Vee-d-x antenna of a matching 
section provides a convenient and ac- 
curate method for matching the im- 
pedance of the transmission line which 
may be from 50 to 600 ohms to that 
of the antenna, thus helping to prevent 
ghosts and other undesirable charac- 
teristics caused by mis -matching. 

While the Vee-d-x antenna is fun- 
damentally broad band in its charac- 
teristics it may be adjusted in those 
areas wherein more gain is desired at 
some slight decrease in band width, 
(for example in outlying areas where 
there is only one station operating) 
so that the desired station may be 
received somewhat better than in the 
normal broad band position of the an- 
tenna. 

Connections to the Vee-d-x anten- 
na are made by means of suitable co- 
axial connectors or screw terminals 
depending upon the type of transmis- 
sion line used. The entire unit may 
be easily assembled by one person 
without technical knowledge, in about 
a half hour, by following the detailed 
instructions which accompany each 
antenna. The entire assembly weighs 
only about 20 lbs., and may be mount- 
ed on the end of a short length of 2". 
pipe or other structure which may be 
in turn affixed to the house or mount- 
ing pole. It does not require guy wires. 
of any type placed on the a:.tenna 
proper, as even under severe weather 
conditions the antenna has ample me- 
chanical strength. 

The mechanical construction of the 
antenna incorporates aluminum cast- 
ings at all points of strain, aluminum 
tubing for the elements and an insulat- 
ing material with excellent mechani- 
cal and electrical properties at the fre- 
quencies for which the system is de- 
signed. The antenna has extremely - 

low wind resistance, good mechanical 
rigidity and pleasing appearance so 
that it becomes not only an object of 
extreme utility but a worthy addition. 
to any television set owner's home or 
location. 

[Complete technical data now 
being assembled will be pub - 
tutted in this journal very soon.] 
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THE 

and now the 
PRECISION 

SERIES 10-20 

Combination, Master Lever operated, Tube PERFORMANCE 
Tester, Battery Tester and 34 range, PUSH-BUTTON operated, 

AC -DC Circuit Tester. 
*An amplifying tube tested for jus one selected characteristic does not necessarily reveal its 
overall performance capabilities. Electronic tube circuits look for more than just Mutual 
Conductance or other single factcr. In the Precision MASTER Electronamic Tube Test Circuit, 
the tube under -est is subjected tc appropriately phased individual element potentials and is 
electro -dynamically swept over a complete Path of Operation, on a sinusoidal time base, 
encompassing a wide range of plate family characteristic curves. This complete Path of 

Operation is automatically integrated by the indicating meter in the 
direct and non -confusing terms of Replace -Weak -Good. 

NEW SERIES 

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i! rfat: J 
; 

... 
. i ? _.- 

MODEL 10-20-P: in sloping portable hard- 
wood case with tool compartment and 
hinged, removable cover. Size 133/4" x 

s $109.10 
MODEL 10-20-C: in modern, chrome trammed, 

counter cabinet; fine dull black ripple 
finish on heavy gauge steel. Size 17" x 
177/8,. x 

71/2...._...._......._.......__..........._....... $111.10 
MODEL 10 -20 -PM; mounted onto 171/2" x 

19" steel panel with rear enclosing dust 
cover. For standard rack mount... $109.10 

All models include 
test leads and ohmmeter batteries. 

REG. PEND. U. S. PATENT OFFICE 

10-20 TEST MASTER is a complete, rugged service 
laboratory incorporating the exclusive "Precision" ELECTRO- 
NAMIC Tube Performance Tester, combined with full 1000 ohms 
per volt A.C. and D.C. Multi -Range features; plus a complete 
radio A, B and C Battery Tester which reveals battery condition 
under dynamic load test. Ideally suited and particularly engin- 
eered for general-purpose radio -electronic and industrial -elec- 
tronic maintenance, service and installation. Tests all modern 
standard receiving and low power transmitting tubes, including 
facilities up to twelve individual element prongs; dual -capped 
H.F. amplifiers, 5 & 7 pin acorn types, No val 9 pin tubes, etc. 

'Affords highest practical order of obsolescence insurance thru use 
of the Precision 12 station Master Lever Element Selector System. 

CIRCUIT TESTING FEATURES 
* Six A.C., Six D.C. and Six Output 

Voltage Ranges: 
0-6-12-60-300-1200-3000 volts 

* Four Self -Contained Resistance Ran- 
ges: 0-1000-100,000 ohms; 0-1-10 
megohms (No A.C. power required) 

* Six D.C. Current Ranges: 
0-600 microamperes 
0-6-60-300-1200 MA. and 0-12 am- 
peres. 

* Six Decibel Ranges from -20 to 
-i-64 DB. 

* All standard functions available at 
only two polarized tip jacks. 

* Automatic interlocking push-button 
range selection. 

* 1% wirewound and matched metal- 
lized resistors. 

* Large easy reading 400 microampere, 
45/8" meter. 

*- All ranges sell -contained, without any additional panel controls. 
* All circuits insulated from power line. 

444 to see the "Precision" Master Electronamic Test Instruments now on display at all leading radio parts and equipment distributors, or write directly for the new Precision 1948 catalog fully describing the Precision Electronamic tube per- formance testing circuit. 

PRECISION PRECISION 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

APPARATUS COMPANY INC. 
92-27 HORACE HARDING BOULEVARD 

ELMHURST 8, NEW YORK 

Export Division: 4 5 8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY, 11 S. A. C a b l e s: MORHANEX 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
New G. E. Television Tube 

A new 10" television tube Type 
10FP4 employing magnetic focusing 
and deflecting is announced by G.E. 
Co. The tube has an aluminum - 
backed direct -view screen which pre- 
vents ion spots and intercepts cathode 

glow. Ratings: anode, 10,000 volts; 
accellerating electrode, 410 volts; con- 
trol electrode minus 125 volts; 7 -pin 
duodecal base; overall length 18"; 
maximum deflecting angle 50 degrees. 
Further information may be obtained 
from the Tube Div, G -E Electronics 
Dept., Schenectady, N. Y. 

Outdoor Dynamic Mike 
A new dynamic microphone suita- 

ble for outdoor use is now available 
in chrome finish. Range is 40-9,00 
cps. Variable impedance output ad- 

justable to low, 200,500 or high. 
Further details from St. Louis Micro- 
phone Co. Inc., 2726 Brentwood Blvd., 
St. Louis 17, Mo. 

Crosley's Table Model Teleset 
Crosley announces its first table 

model television receiver, Model 307 - 
TA. It covers 13 television channels, 
has 27 tubes plus 3 rectifiers; 7 front 
panel controls; operates on 105-125 

volts; has 5 inch speaker, provides a 
63!8. by 81/2 inch picture. The picture 
tube face is protected by safety glass. 
AFC on horizontal synchronizing cir- 
cuits and multi -stage sync separators 
assure steady pictures. 

New Dipole Antenna Line 
Camburn-Inc., 32-40 57th St., Wood- 

side, N. Y. announces four new 
"Featherlite" television, FM and 
"ham" antennas. The line includes 
the Single Dipole, the Dipole and Re- 
flector, the Folded Dipole and the 
Folded Dipole and Reflector. Com- 
plete technical details contained in a 
new brochure which is available upon 
request. 

Filters For Lamps Improve 
Displays 

A light -weight color clip consisting 
of a holding -ring and color filter 
which clamps snugly over the end of 
ally R40 reflector bulb is announced 
by Sylvania Electric Products, 500 
Fifth Ave., New York City. Sixteen 

color filters available when used on 
reflector type lamps simply and effec- 
tively change the entire color display 
of windows or showcases, create 
seasonal backgrounds or spotlight spe- 
cial merchandise. Further details 
from manufacturer. 

Portable Volt Ohmmeter 
Model 214 Electronic Volt-Ohnt- 

meter, completely self-contained, bat- 
tery operated, is announced by Hickok 
Elec. Instru. Co., 10533 DuPont Ave., 
Cleveland 8, Ohio. It is suited for 
applications requiring resistance 
measurements and voltage measure- 
ments at high impedance -15 million 
ohms constant. Not requiring A -C 
power, can be used in rural areas or 
for making check in the field. For 

resistance and voltage tests, receivers 
need not be removed from autos or 
aircraft. No warm-up period is re- 
quired. Meter is electronically pro- 
tected against burnout. Characteristics: 
lower supply, 2 "C" flashlight cells; 
1 miniature type 45 v. "B". Ranges: 
Volts, AC and DC: 0-3,12,30,120,300 
and 1200; Ohms: 1 to 1000 megohms 
in 6 ranges. Input impedance: AC - 
10 mmf-15 megohms DC -15 meg- 
ohms. 

New Rechargeable Battery 
There will soon be available the 

new Vitamite Flyweight rechargeable 
wet battery which is said to be smaller 
than 2 penlight dry cells and delivers 
more wattage than 2 class "C" dry 

cells upon a single charging. The 
unit is housed in a 1 -piece molded 
plastic case which is spill and leak 
proof. It weighs 1 ounce. The bat- 
tery will retain its original charge 
until put into use. Full particulars 
supplied by the manufacturer, Vita - 
mite Co., 227 W. 64th St., New York, 
N. Y. 

New Amperite Ribbon Mikes 
Designed for quality reproduction; 

does not become "boomy" even when 
talked into close-up. Frequency 
range 40 to 14,000 cps. Has wide 
pickup angle of 120° front and back. 
Low feed-back claimed as the micro- 
phone has no peaks. Standard equip- 
ment includes a switch, 25 feet of 
cable and connector. Further details, 
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AUTO&HOME 
RADIO SERVICE REESE 

RADIO SERVICE 

s 

Reese has all Fifteen RIDER MANUALS 

THE servicing shop of Fronds Reese 
in Olean, N. Y. has been the subject 
of several success stories recently pub- 
lished in radio magazines. Shops so 
featured are significantly distinguished 
by a better -than -average profit and a 
complete set of Rider Manuals. Thus, 
at Reese you will find all volumes, kept 
conveniently handy for ready refer- 
ence. For, no other single source of in- 
formation supplies the essential data 
contained in Rider Manuals, and no- 
where but in the first fourteen volumes 
can you find the material you must 
have to service 80% of the receivers 
now in American homes. (Those issued 
from 1920 to 1942.) 

To those shops repairing any and all 
makes of receivers, sets of all ages, 
this pre-war data is absolutely es- 
sential for profitable operation. 

-And, Rider Manual data is reliable, 
the OFFICIAL AUTHORIZED servicing 
data right from the service depart- 
ments of the companies that make the 
sets. No one knows better than the 

(and Volume XVI on order) 

manufacturer what procedures are 
best for his products. This is the basis 
for the authority and success of Rider 
Manuals. 

Volume XVI will be at your jobbers 
in October; order it today. Remember, 
Rider Manuals are investments; they 
keep pouring out profits for you. 
Copies of Volume I, bought over seven- 
teen years ago, are still benefiting 
their owners. So, be sure your shop 
has the sign of successful servicing-be 
sure it has all sixteen Rider Manuals. 

RIDER MANUALS -16 VOLUMES 

Volume XVI $ 6.60 
Volume XV 18.00 
Volumes XIV to VII (ea. vol.) 15.00 
Volume VI 11.00 
Abridged Manuals Ito V 
(one volume) 

MASTER INDEX, covering all 
Rider Manuals except Vol 
XVI, which has its own index 

Record Changers 
and Recorders (a manual) 

JOHN F. RIDER, PUBLISHER, Inc., 404 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Export Agent: Rocke International Corp. 13 E. 40th St., N.Y.C. Cable ARLAB 

RIDER MANUALS 
MEAN SUCCESSFUL SERVICING 

t: 

VOL, 
o 

rate of receiver o, 
because of he been antici. 

being issued Production, Rider Present high 
17.50 campleM three times Manuals are authoritative a year, to earliest necessary sew'vicin give you 

investment; 
Vol. XVI ltele 

And, at thef minimums 
1.50 The binding is themes 

d 
loose -than a leaf same cent a 
Rider binderndthat 

matcheys 
yourom made' 3.00 high 

Manuals. 
standard, contents Prese yt 

schematics" supplemented 
are the usual su 

Í 6 separate s How 
It 

bandtsets'cla 
and ' kinks of 

f 
the 

XVI, Weearelaprou the 
Possess, you will find it Proud 

PLACE Profitable 

Xv1 

RIDER 
MANUAL 

; 1( " Atyoerarbers // ̀̀  '' : 

ie October 
7b8 Pages 

R 
. tiJ PLUS SEPARATE 

y 'HOW IT WORKS' 
uMFlÍ Y` BOOK 

$6.6 
During "SeventeenO 
to y the Servicing Years 

weof 

Continuing pating its need Industry'. 9 Service 

o YOUR ORDER TODAY 
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supplied by Amperite Co., 561 Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. 

New Callmaster 
The new '47 Callmaster intercom 

features attractive high -lustre ma- 

hogany plastic cabinets, improved 
sensitivity and power output. The 
Model CM -10 shown is a master and 
sub combination allowing 2 way com- 
munications from each unit. Sold 
as a 2 -unit "package", they are easily 
installed by the user. Full details 
may be had from the manufacturer, 
Lyman Electronic Corp., 12 Cass St., 
Springfield, Mass. 

RCA FM Table Model 
The first of RCA Victor's table 

model receivers incorporating FM as 
well as standard broadcast reception. 
The set, having 7 tubes plus rectifier 
is 121/2" high, 17" wide, and 9 V2 

deep, is finished in walnut veneer. Its 
grille cloth is a deep brown with a 
golden stripe effect. The model has 

6EWEitAtr&ELEtTBif 
$QüAßE WAV t 'GENERATOR YGA-1 

Sine or Square Wave 
at the Flick of a Switch! 
Now-the General Electric 
Sine -Square Wave Generator 
VGA -2 provides you with 
greater facilities for better, 
more efficient service work. A 
top quality equipment, it in- 
corporates two units in one; a 
high quality, stable oscillator 
and a square wave generator. It 
features a low distortion sine 
wave, stable RC oscillator and 
instantly available square waves. 

SINE WAVE APPLICATIONS 
Testing and adjustment of audio 
amplifiers, transformers, phase 
inverters, audio filters, etc. 

SQUARE WAVE APPLICATIONS 
Two point testing of response 
and characteristics in audio de- 
vices. Checking frequency re- 
sponse of wide band amplifiers. 
Determination of phase shift, 
distortion and high frequency 
peaks in audio equipments. 

For complete information on the Sine -Square Wave Generator 
and other General Electric Service Test units write today to: 
General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
I64 -F- 

a "slide rule" inclined dial for ease in 
tuning, and twill side lighting for dial 
illumination. A phonograph in -put 
jack is built in. The set is the first 
of a series of table models combining 
FM with AM, ranging in price from 
about $79.95 to $95. 

Portable Record Changer 
A new portable record changer 

Model 65 is announced by Webster - 
Chicago Corporation, Chicago 39, III. 

It consists of Model 56 record - 
changer in a burgundy leatherette 
covered luggage case with the turn- 

table and changer in matching color. 
It can be used with either radio or 
external speaker system and plays 
a full stack of twelve 10" or ten 12" 
records with the cover closed. The 
cover, however, is removable. Weigh- 
ing 24 pounds; both power and pick- 
up cords are supplied with the unit. 
The changer operates on 105-125 
volts, 60 cycle current and may be 
easily converted for 50 cycle opera- 
tion. 

New Precision Tester 
Series 858 Muti -Master, is a super- 

sensitive, 20,000 ohms per volt tester 
covering 54 AC and DC ranges for 
measurements of modern electronic 
circuits. It features the "Precision" 
Multi -Master Automatic Push Button 
range and function selection system. 

One row of 5 buttons selects all 
functions such as volts, ohms, mils, 
decibels, amperes and microamperes. 
The other row of 6 buttons selects all 
ranges. 54 ranges, to 6,000 volts, 600 
megohms, 12 amperes, 70 DB and 
60 microamperes, 20,000 and 1,000 
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Re-entrant Trumpet 

. . 

AUDIO EAGInEERING SUPREMACY 

is built into every RACON Sound Reproducer 

ACOUSTIC & STORMPROOF MATERIAL 

Only BACON makes speakers with Racon Acoustic Cloth 
which is processed by a patented method which gives a non - 

vibratory wall, thereby increasing the output of the horn 
without loss due to wall vibration. Supplied as a part of all 
re-entrant horns, and on all straight horns when so ordered. 
Stormproof types are guaranteed for life in all kinds of weather 
and temperature, regardless of climatic conditions. 

ADVANCED ENGINEERING & DESIGN 
RACON'S leadership in sound reproducer engineering has been 
recognized for almost three decades. RACON driver units have a 
rated output for peak and continuous performance far in excess of 
any other brands - continuous operating capacity 30 watts, peak 
capacity 60 watts. RACON speakers and driving units require less 
energy input yet they deliver more efficient sound reproduction output. 
All claims made by RACON as to cutoff frequencies and acoustic 
lengths of speakers, power handling capacity, efficiency and frequency 
range of driver units are substantiated by tests made at laboratories 

recognized as the fore. 
most in the industry. 

N 

P -M Unit 

Miniature Long Bell Unbreakable 
Trumpet 

Radial Horn 

Radial Re-entrant 

COMPLETE LINE TO CHOOSE FROM 

There is a BACON driving unit, trumpet or speaker for every 
conceivable sound application - also the accessories (brackets 
and housings) that may be required for special purposes. 
Soundmen know that it pays to choose and use a speaker 
line that is complete. Yes - RACON makes every kind of 
sound reproducer from the giant 7 foot length auditorium 
horn down to the small 4 inch intercom cone speaker - from 
the super giant P.M. driving unit to the tiny driver for paging 
horns. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

RACON ELEC. CO., INC., 52 E. 19 ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

flACON 
Bacon Elec. Co., Inc. 
52 E. 19th St., New York 3, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your 
new free catalog. 
Name 
Address 
City & State 
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BURGESS 
IS THE LINE THAT 

SELLS" 
This Fall land every season means battery 
business for Burgess dealers. And Fall 
means these two big battery markets: 

1. Farm Battery 2. Portable Radio Battery 

The Farm Market: 
Recognized quality 
makes Burgess a fa- 

on farms- BURGESS 
for radios, flash- 
lights, lanterns. Get Mg( 
stock in now on all 
these popular items. 

The Portable 
Radio Market: 

Back to school 
means more port- 
able radio battery 
sales. Outdoors-at 
the game, on the 
picnic-the port- 
able radio goes 
along in the Fall. 
Be sure your stock 
of portable batteries 
is complete for this 
Fall trade. 

Burgess 
Standard 
Flashlight 

Battery 

Portable 
Radio "A'' 

r- .`X ef. IIII' 
1111 

I1lítth 1111 

Ignition 
Battery for 

General 
Farm Use 

rep 
IIII 111 
I 

Pons lar 
Portable "B" 

National Advertising to over 40 million 
battery buyers in national and farm maga- 
zines prompts YOUR CUSTOMERS to 
buy Burgess. 
Promotional Helps ... window and counter 
display material, enclosures, newspaper 
mats are available. 

Ask Your Burgess Distributor 

Photoflash Hearing Aid 

Fashlight BURGESS 
IS THE COMPLETE QUALITY LINE Ill 

ble R dio 

Industrial 
Ignition 

BURGESS BATTERY 
COMPANY 

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 

ohms per volt DC, 1,000 ohms per 
volt AC. 

Specifications follow: 
8 DC voltage ranges to 6,000 volts at 
20,000 ohms per volt. Initial range 
0-3 volts. 8 DC voltage ranges to 
6,000 volts at 1,000 ohms per volt. 
8 AC voltage ranges to 6,000 volts at 
1,000 ohms per volt. 8 DC current 
ranges to 12 amperes. Initial range 
0-60 microamperes. 6 ohmeter ranges 
to 600 megohms. Initial range 0- 
6,000 ohms with 35 ohms center scale. 
8 decibel ranges from -26 DB to 
+70 DB. 8 output ranges to 6,000 
volts. 

For additional information write di- 
rect to Precision Apparatus Co., Inc., 
92-27 Horace Harding Blvd., Elm- 
hurst, L. I., N. Y. 

Free Poster Offered by Olson 

A 17" by 22" comic poster in two 
colors which is ideal for hanging on 
the wall of a store, and which 
humorously explains how electrolytic 

HAI IS AN ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER? 

pp,y osso.+ 
eg R Rf 

condensers are made and how they 
work, is offered free, along with a 
parts catalog, to any Service Dealer 
who writes requesting same from Ol- 
son Radio Warehouse, Inc., 73 East 
Mill St., Dept. "RSD", Akron 8, Ohio. 

FREQUENCY 
MODULATION 

[from page 22] 

the conditions are the direct opposite 
of those just described. The tuned 
circuit now presents a capacitive re - 

SOLDERING IRONS 
FOR service men, mechanics of all 

types and "handy" men who want 
quality tools ... G -E Calrod Solder- 
ing Irons meet every requirement. 

CALROD ELEMENT 
Cartridge type, insulated with highly 
compacted magnesium oxide which 
maintains full insulation properties 
and dependably protects against 
grounding. The Calrod element con- 
ducts heat so rapidly that there is 
little temperature drop from the re- 
sistance wire. High efficiency and 
quick recovery permit fast work with 
minimum loss of time. 

CALORIZATION 
Much longer life can be expected 
from the calorized tip. Calorization 
also makes tip removal easy and pre- 
vents "freezing in". Corrosion of the 
tip is greatly retarded by calorization. 

HEAT RESERVOIR 
An ample heat reservoir is provided 
by a calorized copper heat conductor 
which also serves as the tip holder. 

STAINLESS STEEL BARREL 
There is very low heat loss through 
the barrel because stainless steel has 
less than half the conductivity of 
plain steel. The barrel will with- 
stand extremely hard usage without 
ill effects. 

COOL HANDLE 
The smooth, plastic handle remains 
cool to the touch. The heat is in the 
working tip where it belongs. 

For complete information write: 
General Electric Company, Electron- 
ics Department, Syracuse 1, N. Y. 

GENERAL E.ELECTRIC 
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actance, the secondary current lead; 
the voltage and the voltage at diode 
No. 2 is now greater than that at 
diode No. 1 (condition G). 
15. Diode No. 2 accordingly passes 
current which flows from cathode 
midpoint connection through R17 
causing a greater voltage drop across 
that resistor. 
16. As the frequency swings from 
one side of resonance, through re- 
sonance and to the other side of re- 
sonance, the audio voltage output 
from the discriminator, will decrease 
to zero, reverse polarity and rise to 
a peak. If the voltage values appear- 
ing across R16 and R17 are plotted 
against the impressed frequency, a 
curve such as that shown in Fig. 2 

Figure 2 

will be obtained. The straight por- 
tion of the curve must, at least, ex- 
tend over the bandwidth covered by 
the FM signal. 

DEACCF,NT DAT ION 
NETWORK 

The a -f accentuator is used at the 
FM transmitter network to raise the 
amplitude of the audio frequencies in 
the upper range. At 10,000 cycles the 
amplitude of the audio signal is up to 
15db. The actual signal, as taken from 
the discriminator output is therefore 
distorted. It is necessary to utilize 
this arrangement in order to prevent 
the transmission of noise from the FM 
transmitter. 

At the receiver, the a -f amplifier 
must be designed to present a response 
the direct opposite of that at the trans- 
mitter. This means that the a -f amp- 
litude at 10,000 cycles must be down 
15db in order to realize reproduction 
of the original sound. This is accomp- 
lished by the insertion of a network 
of resistance and capacitance at the 
input of the a -f amplifier. The time 
constant of this network is from 70 to 
100 micro -seconds and the values are 
quite critical. When replacing these 
components, be certain that the values 
are identical with those specified by 
the manufacturer. 

Small Size, Heavy Duty, Trouble -Free 

-WATT 
VITROHM 

Wire Wound Fixed Resistors 
Now . for extra reliability in many installations 
. . . for longer service and steadier performance 

. you can use this compact, low -wattage Type 5F 
resistor. Resistance wire is insulated and protected 
by WARD LEONARD'S own Green Vitreous Enamel 
of exclusive formula developed in the WL laboratories. 
Tough, hard, moisture and acid resistant. Quickly 
conducts away generated heat. Easily mounted by its 
wire leads. 

Radio and Electronic Distributor Division 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO. 
53-P West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, U.S.A. 

WARP LEONARD 
RELAYS RESISTORS RHEOSTATS 

Electric control 4 devices since 1892 

TYPE 5F 5 WATTS 

1" long x 5/16" diam. 

Available from stock 
in resistances from 
1 ohm to 5000 ohms. 

Available at Au- 
thorized Distributors 

Everywhere 

Send for Catalog D-2 
Gives helpful data 
and information on 
the wide variety of 
WARD LEONARD Re- 

sistors and Rheostats. 

c5eOsG%iwP/li COMBINATION 
RECORD-CHANGERRECORDER 

CUTS RECORDS UP TO 10' 

Your customers will like the simplicity 
and fine performance of this unique 
combination Smooth Power unit. 

They'll enjoy the- ease of operation 
with one simple lever for quick chang- 
ing from one size record to another, to 
remove records or to set for manual 
operation and recording. They'll appre- 
ciate the smoothness and quietness of 
the record -changer. They'll admire the 
brown iridescent finish and streamline 
plastic trim on self -indicating "Repro- 
ducer" and "Recorder" arms. 

And, of course, they'll value the 

AUTOMATICALLY PLAYS 
TWELVE 10" OR TEN 12" 

RECORDS 

ONE SIMPLE LEVER 

ADJUSTMENT 

quiet, vibration -free operation of the 
Smooth Power Motor. 

Send for details. Ask us for complete 
information on this popularity -building 
combination that can add new sales 
appeal to your products ... and on the 
complete line of Smooth Power Phono- 
motors and Recorders. 

4THE GENERAL 
INDUSTRIES co. 

DEPT. MS. ELYRIA, OHIO 
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Cement 
NX Alignment Kit 

Spray Kit- 
Chemical Lab, 

G -C RADIO SERVICE CEMENT 
Best cement for speaker and radio 
work. Ideal for cementing replace- 
ment cones and repairing rattling ®ÑI 
and torn cones. Waterproof, fast- 
drying 

No. 30-2-2 oz. bottle with 
brush List 50e 

G -C NX ALIGNMENT 
KIT 

Approved by armed forces. 
Handy, aligning and neu- 
tralizing kit of 5 tools. 
leatherette case. 

:. o. 5020-List $6.50 

G C FELT-KOAT FLOCK FINISH 

SPRAY KITS 
Now it's easy to suppl 
flock for refinishing turn- 
tables, cabinets, grilles, etc. 
Kit contains specially de- 
signed spray gun, 2 colors lál! 
flock, undercoats, thinner, 
brush, instructions, etc. 
No. 180-2-List $10.75 

G -C ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL 
LABORATORY 
Iddeal for experimenters, 
servicemen, etc. 19 dif- 
ferent bottles of chemi- 
cols in hvy. steel rack 
(free rack) 
No. 998-List $11.10 

G -C Products are avail- 
able at leading distribu- 
tors 

Write for the new G -C 147 and 
Hardware Catalog of over 4,000 

items. 
RADIO DIVISION - DEPT I 

GENERALCEMENT Mfg. Co., Rockford, Ill., U.S.A. 

Manufacturers of over 3,000 products 

Sales offices In prinnpai dries 

IN AND AROUND 
THE TRADE 

[from page 6] 

vison, N. J., headquarters where he 
will supervise the sale of parts to tube 
and parts distributors. He will report 
to the Renewal Sales Manager of the 
RCA Tube Department. 

Parts and accessories currently mer- 
chandised by this department include 
a standard line of radio speakers, crys- 
tal cartridges, television parts, anten- 
nas, and accessories, as well aS re- 
placement parts for all types of RCA 
equipment. Further additions to the 
parts line will he announced soon. 

Winchester Making Batteries 
Dry cell batteries for "personal" or 

the miniature camera -type radios are on 
the summer production schedule of the 
Winchester Repeating Arms Company 
division of Olin Industries, Inc., it 
was revealed by W. St. Allen, Win- 
chester sales manager. The new bat- 
teries can also be used in two -unit 
hearing aids. 

Williams Upped By RCA 
Jack M. Williams, veteran of more 

than twenty years with the RCA 
Victor division of the Radio Corpora- 
tion of America, has been appointed 
advertising manager of the company's 

DELUXE TEST SPEAKER 
And Universal Substitutor 

Model 721 
Eliminates need for removing set 
speaker from radios for servicing. 

Provides substitution for choke, electro- 
lytic and by-pass condensers, coup- 
ling, and a wide range of resistors. 

Field substitutor-500, 1000, 1500, and 
2500 Ohms. 

Voice coil connection permits substi- 
tution of any output transformer. 
6" P.M. dustp:oof $29 95 
speaker. Net 

r e le RIET 

Eve it 
Miite) 
t4 

You can build a busi- 
ness of your own 
NOW-either part or 
full time-with TR:\ - 
DIO, the radio fuslc- 
tionally-designed for 
coin -operation in ho- 
tels, motels, stopovers, 
hospitals, etc. Big 
earnings . . . Steady 
income . . . and no 
clock to punch unless 
you want to. 

*TRADIO - TRIED, TESTED, 
PROVEN 

Tradio has pioneered in this new and fast 
growing industry. Get in on the ground 
floor and assure yourself of financial in- 
dependence for life. 

*ONLY SMALL INVESTMENT 
NEEDED 

Thousands of 
others all over 
the country 
have learned 
that "Tradio 
Pays While it 
Plays." 

Send for com- 
plete informa- 
tion today. 
Write To Dept. Q-9. 

TRADIO, Inca NEWRY ERS YK 

Matched, aluminum test units with all miniature tubes. 

Blue -gray Hammertone finish. Uniform size -101/4 x101/4 x 51/2. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Wide Range FM -AM Television 

Model 701 
Range: 170 K.C. to 115 M.C.- 
all fundamentals. 
Crystal calibrated, low loss per- 
meability tuned coils. Internal 
400 cycle sine wave modulation 
-to 100%. Follow-up shorting 
Turret coils with no dead spots. 
Tubes: 6C4, 6AU6, 6X4. 
Vernier drive -9" easy -to -read 
scale. 
Ladder attentuator Q 74 95 
-triple shielded. f1++ Net 

All prices slightly 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR 
Sine Wave-Square Wave 

Model 710 
Range: 20 to 24,000 Cycles. 
Oscillator: RC type. 
Sine or square wave through- 
out range by rotating panel 
switch. 
High impedance output. 
2% accuracy over all bands. 
Three color, completely en- 
closed 9" dial for ease in 
reading. 
Tubes: 6X4, 6,405, 6AU6, 
A4522, 6SL7. $89 95 

w Net 
higher in Eastern States 

Combination Signal Tracer 
and Electronic Volt Ohm 

Meter with Germanium 
Crystal Probe 

Model 730 
Range: AC -DC lv to 3000v (7 bands.), 
Zero center scale for F.M. alignment. 
Ohm Scale: 10 Ohms to 10 Megohms_ 
Frequency Range: Audio to 110 MC. 
Input: 100 Megohms AC or DC. 
Tubes: 6X4, 0A2, 6AQ5, 2-i2AU7, 
2-A4522. 
High gain Signal Tracer with enclosed 
speaker. No amplifications needed in 
receiver-no hum. 
8" illuminated dial. $8Q 95 

Net 

COASTWISE ELECTRONICS CO., Y e 

130 North Beaudry Ave. Designers and Monufoct f Electronic Equipment New York Office & Warehouse 
Los Angeles 12, Calif. 258 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
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Home Instrument Department, it was 
announced by Henry G. Baker, 
General Sales Manager of the depart- 
ment. Mr. Williams was formerly 
advertising manager of the RCA 
Victor Record Department. 

RCA Intercom System 
An intercommunication system, new- 

ly designed and engineered, with com- 
pact speaker stations as small as an 
ordinary desk clock, has been an- 
nounced by the RCA Sound Equip- 
ment Section. A "two -station" inter- 
com, the system is designed with 
amplifier and speaker station in sepa- 
rate units, permitting off -the -desk 
location of the amplifier at any out- 
of-the-way point and reducing speaker 
station size to a minimum. Conversa- 
tion may be carried on over the new 
intercom at normal voice level with 
a flick of the two -position switch. Re- 
leasing the switch returns it to "listen" 
position. A three-inch speaker is used 
in the speaker station. 

Especially designed for such two - 
station use as communication between 
executive and secretary, theatre box- 
office and manager's office, or doctor 
and receptionist, the system consists of 
two speaker stations, separate amplifier, 
and 100 feet of interconnecting wire. 
It is easily installed and plugs into any 
110 -volt AC or DC outlet. If desired, 

additional stations up to five can he 
connected to the amplifier. 

The new intercom, which is imme- 
diately available, will be distributed 
through RCA Sound Equipment dis- 
tributors. 

H. C. Handwerg Upped 
By Motorola 

Howard C. Handwerg, has been ap- 
pointed to the position of Assistant 
Sales Manager for the Motorola Home 
Radio, Car Radio and Car Heater, it 
was announced by W. H. Kelley, 
General Sales Manager. 

St. Louis Mike Co. Moves 
St. Louis Microphone Co. has been 

incorporated under the laws of the 
State of Missouri, with an authorized 
capital of $100,000. The company 
recently moved into its new building 
which has just beets completed, at 
2726-28 Brentwood Blvd., St. Louis 
17, Missouri, where a complete line 
of the new St. Louis Dynamic Micro- 
phones are now being manufactured. 
Catalogs of these new units are noN 
available. 

Aero Needle S. M. 
E. Ralph Haines has been appointed 

sales manager of the Aero Needle Com- 
pany, Chicago, according to an an- 
nouncement by Burton Browne, presi- 
dent. The firm manufactures long life 
Aeropoint phonograph needles. For 

with All-out 
Consumer Advertising on 

/#aiz 
FM AND 

TELEVISION AERIALS 

This campaign, in the Saturday Evening Post and 
leading newspapers, is convincing millions of 
present and prospective FM and Television re- 
ceiver owners that a good outdoor dipole an- 
tenna is a necessity. As a result you'll make more 
money selling "Magic Wand" FM and Television 
Aerials ... and be able to promise, and deliver, 
finest reception no matter where your customers 
live. You'll make added profits from aerial in- 
stallations, too. See your Ward distributor for 
details on how to assure your full share of the 
benefits of this major FM and Television Aerial 
campaign, or write: 

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
1523 East 45th Street, Cleveland 3, Ohio 

DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY 

EXPORT DEPT.: C. W. Brandes, Mgr., 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 
IN CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp., 560 King St., W., Toronto, Ont., Canada 

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKER OF 
AERIALS FOR CAR AND HOME 

Great, New, Complete 

CONCORD 
Radio Catalog 
160 value -packed pages of 

RADIO PARTS RADIO SETS 
HAM GEAR AMPLIFIERS 
TESTERS Electronic Equipment 
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE COPY 

Ready now-the greatest, most com- 
plete presentation of radio, electronic 
and television equipment and supplies 
in Concord history! Packed from cover 
to cover with thousands of items- 
Radio Parts, Radio Sets, Amplifiers, 
Sound Systems, Test Equipment for 
every purpose, Record Players, Record 
Changers, Television Equipment, Ham 
Gear, Receivers, Transmitters -160 
pages of everything and anything in 
Radio and Electronics, and featuring a 
special bargain section of hundreds of 
money -saving values in top quality, 
standard -make parts, including scores 
of new items from nationally -famous 
makers. Immediate shipment from 
CHICAGO OR ATLANTA. Write for 
your FREE copy at once. 

WANTED-TRADE-INS ON COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP- 
MENT-Always highest trade-in values on com- 
munications receivers. Write, phone or call to 
tell what you have, or send it for free appraisal. 
TIME -PAYMENT PLAN- Buy your Radio and Elec- 
tronic Equipment from Concord on EASY PAY- 
MENTS-Communications Receivers Trans- 
mitters, Radios, Radio -Phonos, Sound Equip- 
ment, Test Equipment. Write us your needs. 

if I 
RADIO CORPORATION 

tAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION 
CHICAGO 7, ILL. ATLANTA 3, GA. 

Sot W. Jackson Blvd. 2e5 Peachtree St. 

Concord Radio Corporation, Dept. K-97 
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 
Yes, rush FREE COPY of the comprehensive 
new Concord Radio Catalog. 
Name 
Address 
City State 

L 
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eleven years, Haines was formerly with 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., producers 
of radio tubes. As distributor sales ex- 
ecutive, he made his headquarters in the 
firm's main office in Newton, Mass. 
Prior to going to Raytheon he was with 
R C A Radiatron Co., and E. T. Cun- 
ningham, Inc., in New York City. 

Why Cement -Coated Power 
Resistors? 

The characteristics of cement coat- 
ing for power resistors are dealt with 
in a bulletin "Why Cement -Coated 
Power Resistors?" just issued by 
Clarost Mfg. Co., Inc., 130 Clinton 
St., Brooklyn 2, N. Y. Simple tests 
to determine overload capacity, heat 
shock immunity, through -coating leak- 

age, corrosion eliminat. and other 
advantages of cold -setting cement 
coating, are illustrated and described 
in this informative bulletin .mailable 
to anyone on request. 

Free Display Piece 

General Cement Manufacturing 
Company of Rockford, Illinois, an- 
nounces that their new metal dis- 
play which demonstrates their well- 
known "SPEEDF.X" Wire Stripper is 
now available to jobbers without 
charge. 

Perkins Promoted By G -E 

G. S. Perkins has been appointed 
sales manager of General Electric's 
deluxe line of receivers, the Musa - 
phonic, according to Paul l,. Chamber - 

NUMBERS 4 and 5 OF THE 

EL.LJL5bL70 Parade 
THE SENSATIONAL, NEW, SCIENTIFIC 

WALSCO STANDARD TEST RECORD 
FOR IMMEDIATE .. ACCURATE .. AUDIBLE ADJUSTMENT OF RECORD CHANGERS 

AND COIN OPERATED PHONOGRAPHS SOLVES THE PROBLEM OF 

ADJUSTING PICKUP AND TRIPPING MECHANISM THROUGH 

Three Tone lead-in grooves 
permits immediate adjustment to 
proper set down position of the 
pick-up through audible means. D Made to RMA and NAB 

-standards. C Record plays in less than 40 

Riel seconds. 
Audio tone at end of record 

indicates proper adjustment of 
tripping action. 

The WALSCO Standard Test Record saves time and increases 
efficiency in the adjustment of record changers and coin oper- 
ated phonographs. Write for full information. 

gp4t1 

WALSCO UNIBELT 
THE UNIVERSAL DIAL DRIVE 

BELT CAN BE CUT TO FIT 
ANY DIAL DRIVE 

Will not Slip or Stretch 

UNIBELT" comes in 5 -foot length 
pools and can be installed without 

taking dial mechanism apart. A real 
ime and money saver. Eliminates 
he need for stocking numerous sizes 

of belts. 

Free sample and literature. Write 
to Dept. 9D. 

Precision Built for Precision Work._ 

VACO 
Break -proof, Shock -proof 

Screw and Nut Drivers 

Top quality in tools has always been a "must" in radio. 
Only precision built equipment prevents burred screw 
slot edges ... provides sureness in making delicate ad- 
justments . . . draws metal or wood firmly together. 
Break -proof, shock -proof Vaco drivers are your assurance 
of the right tool for the job. Write for descriptive cata- 
log, today. Vaco Products Co., 317 E. Ontario St., Chi- 
cago 11, III. 

NEW...Colored Spin -Hex Handle Caps 

Developed by Vaco to end confusion of similar sizes, 

speed up production. Color of cap indicates size of driver. 

lain, manager of Receiver Division 
sales in the company's Electronics 
Department. 

He will have his hearquarters at 
the G -E Bridgeport, Conn., plant 
until the Receiver Division moves to 
its new location at Electronics Park, 
Syracuse, N. Y., later in the year. 

Test Equipment 
Three attractive new bulletins de- 

scribing electronic test instruments 
manufactured .by the Electronics Divi- 
sion and distributed by the Radio Tube 
Division of Sylvania Electric. Products 
Inc. are now available on request to the 
company at Emporium, Pennsylvania. 
Instruments described include Sylvania 
Tube Testers, Type 139 and 140; Type 
134 Polymeter; and Type X-7018 
\lodulatiou Meter, 

The tube testers are supplied in both 
counter and portable models for testing 
all elements of electron tubes used in 
broadcast, FM and television receivers 
and many other types of electronic ap- 
paratus in which receiving type tubes 
are used. Design of the testers features 
ease of operation, simplified controls 
and facility to test standard, miniature, 
acorn and other types of tubes which 
may be accommodated by provision for 
extra sockets. 

The Sylvania Polymeter is a com- 
bination instrument for effective 
trouble -shooting and checking of elec- 

tronic circuits. It embodies all the fea- 
tures of a sensitive and accurate 
vacuum tube voltmeter and also pro- 
vides a wide range of measurement of 
resistance and current. Accessory 
equipment provided with each instru- 
ment includes unusually compact plug- 
in vacuum tube probe and flexible 
shielded transmission line for use at 
frequencies up to 300 mc. 

The Sylvania Modulation Meter has 
been designed to provide an accurate,. 

direct -reading instrument independent 
of vacuum tubes or external power 
supply. It provides a means of moni- 
toring the percentage of modulation 
Produced by an amplitude -modulated 
radio transmitter to prevent under - 
modulation or overmodulation in ama- 
teur, police, marine, forestry and other 
radio telephone services operating at 
frequencies up to 54 megacycles. Car- 
rier shift and audible quality of trans- 
mission may also he checked. 

Stewart -Warner Correction 
Stewart -Warner's Radio Division - 

Service Manager N. J. Cooper ad- 
vises that the mandatory fee for in- 
stalling S -W television receiver mod- 
els T-711, T -711M and T-712 is $64 
and not $55 as reported here last issue. 
However, as other S -W television 
models are introduced in the near fu- 
ture the installation fees applying to 
them may vary. 
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MULTIPLE DWELLING 
TELEVISION ANTENNA 

[from page 19] 

bution system as possible is obvious 
\\-hen considering noise pickup in the 
cable from elevators and other elec- 
trical devices located in close prox- 
imity to both cable and junction boxes. 
The practical limitation on this level 
is the approach to the point where 
cross -modulation occurs. As for at- 
tenuation of radiation from the local 
oscillator, it is effective only insofar 
as transmission of such radiation 
through the system is concerned. It 
obviously will not attenuate "direct" 
radiation from the oscillator itself 
through space. This condition usually 
results from unshielded or poorly 
shielded oscillator circuit components 
and of course the only remedy for such 
a situation is to install proper shield- 
ing. 

The termination network provides 
for matching the input impedance of 
the receiver to the distribution net- 
work, provision for 72 -ohm unbalanced 
feed or 300 -ohm balanced feed being 
provided. Inasmuch as the vast major- 
ity of manufacturers have conformed 
to one or the other of these two 
T.B.A. recommended input imped- 
ances, the equipment as supplied will 
take care of the great majority of in- 
stallations. However, lately one or 
two "renegade" input impedances have 
appeared in some of the newer sets 
on the market. It is, however, a simple 
matter to make changes in the termi- 
nation facility to allow for matching 
to any input impedance value. The 
termination connection itself fits into 
a shallow 3" receptacle box and is 
equipped with a three -connection 
polarized socket. As supplied by the 
manufacturer, the termination is set 
for 72 or 300 ohms merely by proper 
selection of terminals. A diagram of 
the termination connection appears in 
Fig. 3. 

Cost Vs. Results 
One other very important consid- 

eration in connection with a system of 
this type is cost-cost to the set owner 
and cost to the apartment owner. 
When it is considered that the average 
single antenna installation costs the 
individual receiver owner between 
$50 and $200, depending upon the 
policy of the set manufacturer or the 
installation outfit involved, and at best 
the set owner has purchased one an- 
tenna whose orientation and location 
have not been chosen for maximum 
results on any one particular station, 
but rather, a Compromise orientation 
and location which will give the best 
possible results on all or nearly all 

stations. Frequently in a given loca- 
tion it is impossible to obtain satis- 
factory reception on all stations in a 
given area and in order to achieve 
satisfactory reception on one or two 
stations, any possibility of reception 
on other stations is sacrificed. 

The multi -unit antenna system elim- 
inates this possibility, plus providing 
an antenna designed for maximum ef- 
ficiency on each particular frequency 
involved, plus the additional advan- 
tage of pre -amplification at or near 
the antenna with its attendant gain in 
signal to noise ratio. As to costs of 
this system-obviously it lends itself 
best to new construction and when so 

installed, should reduce the actual 
cost per -antenna per -receiver to a frac- 
tion of that now charged per individ- 
ual installation. Where this system is 
installed in existing construction, 
again its simple construction and con- 
sequently reduced numbers of compo- 
nents and cables involved should re- 
sult in a greatly reduced cost per unit. 
Obviously if installed in a multi -unit 
dwelling it must be installed in each 
and every apartment so that a lower 
cost per unit may be realized. How- 
ever, if the project is undertaken by 
the apartment owner there is no rea- 
son why the expense of same cannot 
be amortized by means of an increase 

RIDER RADIO BOOKS 
Builders of Successful Servicing 

You Must Keep 

Up-to-date to 

Keep Ahead! 
I ttl. t. IM NM ZS. 

I THREE OF 
RIDER'S 
LATEST! 

I 

I 
I 

1 

I 

I 

I 
Inside the Vacuum Tube 1 

Solid concept of theory 
and operation . $4.50 I 

Understanding Microwaves I 
Provides foundation for I 

STANDARD RIDER BOOKS 

The Cathode Ray Tube 
at Work 

Accepted authority on 
subject $4 . 00 

Frequency Modulation 
Gives principles of FM 
radio 2.00 

Servicing by Signal 
Tracing 

Basic method of radio 
servicing 4.00 

The Meter at Work 
An elementary text on 
meters 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters 
Both theory and practice $2.50 

Automatic Frequency 
Control Systems 

-also automatic tuning 
systems 1 75 

A -C Calculation Charts 
Two to five times as fast 
as slide rule . . . . 7.50 

The Oscillator at Work 
How to use, test and 

2.00 repair 2 50 

understanding . . . 6.00 
Radar 

Entertaining, revealing, I 
in lav language . 1.00 

Order 
from 
Your 
Jobber 
Today 

1 Hour -A -Day -with -Rider Series 
On "Alternating Currents in Radio 

1 Receivers" 
On "Resonance 8 Alignment" 
On "Automatic Volume Control" 
On "D -C Voltage Distribution" $1.25 each 

1 

I 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y. 

PUBLISHER OF RIDER MANUALS 
Export Division: Rocke -International Corp. 13 E. 40th Street New York City Coble ARLAS 

ENDS TUBE BREAKAGE 
Avoids Burning of Hands - Saves Time and Work 

\\ ith tse growing use of miniature tubes... radio men 
have been seeking a handy tube -saver like this! Now ... 
with the AMO ... min%ture tubes can easily be extracted 
from sockets or inserted ... in hard -to -reach places ... 
without fear of breakage, burning of hands, or loss of time! 

Because the AMO is so handy and so durable . 

because it is so usable again and again and costs so little 
... no radio man should be without one! Let this marvelous 
tool build profits for you. Order now-or write for further. 
information. Available at established distributors. 

Made by Oliveri Tool Co., Chicago 39 
National 
P e setaiv es SAL E SC RAFTERS, INC. 

510 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, III. 

Makes it Easy 

to Remove or Insert 

MINIATURE TUBES 

such as 6Ag5, 5065, etc. 
AMO is simple to operate. W hen 
extended in the finger tips, it 
can reach places where fingers 
alone would End difficulty. To 

extract tubes, simply press AMO 
down on tube, and lift up. Tube 
is then released by pressing re- 
lease button. To insert tubes into 
hard -to -reach places, place 
tube in AMO holder, press into. 
socket, and release. That's ells 

Made with heat -resistant rub- 
ber cap, aluminum body, and 
handy thumb -operated plunger 
release. 

eeke 
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A CAREER WITH 
A FUTURE! 

ELEVISION 
Shop Work Shop Techniques Theory 
FULLY EQUIPPED LABORATORIES 

RADIO SERVICE & REPAIR 
F. M. & TELEVISION 
TRANSMITTER COURSES 
Preparing for F.C.C. LICENSES 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY 
A Junior College Level Course preparing for positions in 
Radio -Electronic Engineering Field. 

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING CLASSES 
MODERATE RATES INSTALLMENTS 

Available Under G. I. Bill 
COME IN AND SEE OUR STUDENTS AT WORK 

DELEHANTY SCHOOL OF 

RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION 
105 EAST 13 ST., N. Y. 3, N. Y. DEPT. - 

LICENSED BY STATE OF NEW YORK 

Atlantic City's Hotel of Distinction 
The Ideal Hotel for Rest and Relaxation. 
Beautiful Rooms. Salt Wate: Baths. Glass 
inclosed Sun Porches . Open Sun Decks atop. 
Delightful Cuisine. Garage on premises. 
Open All Year. 

Fiesta ':rill and Cocktail Lounge 
Exclusive Pennsylvania Avenue and 

Boardwalk 

$1.00 to $5.00 PAIS 

for "SHOP NOTES" 
Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -the - 

trade" in radio servicing that you have 
discovered. We will pay from $1 to $5 
for such previously unpublished "SHOP 
NOTES" found acceptable. Send your 
data to "Shop Notes Editor," RADIO 
SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y. Unused manuscripts 
cannot be returned unless accompanied 
by stamped and addressed return en- 
velope. 

Burgess Battery Co. 

Coastwise Electronics Co., Inc. 

Concord Radio Corp. 

Delehanty School 

Federal Tel. & Rado Corp. 

General Cement Mfg. Co. 

General Elec. Co. (Components) 

General Elec. Co. (Test Equip.) 

General Elec. Co. (Speaker Div.) 

General Industries Co., The 

Jensen Manufacturing Co. 

La Pointe-Plascomold Corp. 

Maguire Industries, Inc. 

Mallory, & Co, Inc., P. R 

McMurdo Silver Co. 

34 

36 

37 

40 

25 

36 

34 

32 

8 

35 

10 

6 

Cover 3 

Cover 2 

27, 40 

Oliven Tool Company 39 

29, 40 

33 

1 

Precision Apparatus Co., Inc. 

Racon Electric Co., Inc. 

R C A (Sound Equip. Div.) 

R C A (Tube Div.) Cover 4 

R C A (Speaker Div.) 12 

Rider, Publisher, Inc, John F. 31, 39 

Sams, & Co., Inc., Howard W. 7 

Schott Ca., Walter L. 38 

Simpson Electric Co. 9 

Sprague Products Co. 23 

Standard Transformer Corp. 2 

Stewart -Warner Corp., Radio Div. 5 

Strand Hotel 40 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 11 

Tradio, Inc. 36 

24 

33 

Ward Leonard Electric Co. 35 

Ward Products Corp. 37 

Wright, Inc. 40 

Triplett Elec. Instrument Co. 

Vaco Products Co. 

in the rental of each dwelling unit. 
Such rental increase should provide 
for the amortization of the installa- 
tion cost over a period of three or 
four years. This fact plus the im- 
proved appearance of the dwelling, 
plus the improved reception possible 
serve to make a system of the type 
described here the answer to the 
apartment owner's and dweller's 
prayer. 

As to space requirements, the en- 
tire unit consisting of four (or six) 
amplifiers, matching network and 
power supply occupies a space ap- 
proximately 24" high by 18" wide by 
12" deep. It is conveniently adapted 
for wall or floor mounting and all 
units are readily accessible for service 
or maintenance by merely removing 
the dust cover. Its power requirements 
are 110 volts 60 cps a.c. at a drain of 
350 watts. Provision is made for au- 
tomatic time clock operation. 

This equipment has entered the pro- 
duction stage and will appear on the 
market within the next few weeks. 
It's "among the things to come" for 
television. 

S.S.S. 
"Servicing by Signal Substitution" 

Learn about this modern dynamic approach 
to radio servicing with ONLY BASIC TEST 

EQUIPMENT. 
.. Fully described in a 120 page book 

available from your Precision Distributor or 
factory at 35¢. 
...Schools are invited to inquire regarding 
quantity orders from our Educationol Division. 

PRECISIONI 
APPARATUS COMPANY INC. 

ELMHURST 3, N. Y. 
Manufacturers of Fine Test Equipment 

RADIO TELEVISION ELECTRICAL LABORATORY 

ADDRESS CHANGES 
Subscribers to RADIO SERVICE DEALER 
should notify our Circulation Dept. at least 3 
weeks in advance regarding any change in 
address. We cannot duplicate copies of RADIO 
SERVICE DEALER sent to your old address. 
Old and new addresses MUST be given. 

Circulation Dept. 
RADIO SERVICE DEALER 

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

(SEE PAGE 27) 

VERIFIED SPEAKERS 
2235 University Avenue 

"They speak for themselves" 

WRIGHT 
Inc. St. Paul 4, Minnesota 
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Ilece:ariatiten 
PRESENTS THE NEW BIIEWH'TFii LINE OF TABLE MODEL RADIOS 

Typical of the quality built into the Brewster line is this Model 
6D, beautifully styled in rich ivory plastic. Features improved 
selectivity ... increased output and higher selectivity on both 
broadcast and shortwave bands. Broadcast 540 to 1600 kcs, short- 
wave 5.75 to 18 mcs. Built-in loop antenna... 5 tubes plus recti- 
fier. Operates on 110 volts AC or DC. 

Here in these new Brewsters is the outstanding line you have been waiting for! Superbly 
designed, unmatched for sheer beauty of tone, these completely new sets reflect the 
skill and craftsmanship that have made the name Meissner a byword for quality in the 
trade. Encased in cabinets of surpassing charm, they are easily superior to anything 
now being offered in this field. 

Smartly designed, quality engineered, these sets are being manufactured by 
Meissner for exclusive distribution through parts jobbers only. No quotas, 
no high-pressure tactics, no "special deals", no sales direct to dealers or 
special distributors ... in fact, nothing that might even remotely interfere 
with your merchandising this new, exclusively jobber line to the hilt. More 
than this ... Meissner unconditionally guarantees the prices on these new 
Brewsters against reduction for the balance of the year. 

This complete line is available for delivery NOW. Wire or 
write today for full information, prices and illustrated folder. 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR AND 
INDUSTRIAL SALES DEPARTMENT 

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 
936 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS 

EXPORT DIVISION SCHEEL INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED 
4237 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS CABLE ADDRESS HARSCHEEL 
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Ccmp9eW... RCA brings you the 

widest range of tubes in the field 
Practically every make and model of 
radio you are called upon to service 
can be re -equipped with standard avail- 
able RCA tubes. 

When you supply a set owner with a 

tube he couldn't get next door ... he 
becomes a steady customer! RCA's tube 
line has a wide range of the most pop- 
ular types of tubes ... from glass and 
metal types to the latest miniatures. 
And ... your RCA distributor carries 
extensive stocks for your convenience. 

In power tubes, too ... for broadcast 
transmitters, amateur equipment, and 
industrial applications ... RCA has the 
most comprehensive line in the field. 
A family of tubes that is setting the 
highest standards for quality and 
dependability, and accounting for 
universal customer preference. 

"Completeness of line" is another 
important reason why you're in the 
lead with RCA! So ... push RCA tubes 
and watch your business grow. 

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA 

411k\ TUBE DEPARTMENT 

71 RADIO CORPORATION of AMER/CA 
HARRISON,elk N. J. 
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